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LESLIE HERBERT GORDON SAIMELL: Sworn and Examined. 

MR. GOWANS: What is your full name?---Leslie Herbert Gordon Sambell. 

I live at Beechworth* 	I am the Shire Engineer for the 

Shires of Beechworth and Wodonga. 

In addition, you are a Vice-President of the Bush Fire Brigades 

Association, and President of the North ,].astern Fivision of 

that Association?---That is right. 	The North Eastern 

Division includes one hundred brigades. 
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I understand you desire to place before the Commission some evidence as to 

local problems that have been concerning the people, and the 

bush fires brigades in your Division, and also some views 

with regard to the Association or organisation of all bush 

fire brigades in general?---That is so. 

Will you give that evidence in your own words? 

THE COMMISSIONER: Mt. Gowans, would it not be of some value for us to know 

the respective standings and organisations of the country fire 

brigades and the bush fire brigades* I understand they are 

quite distinct.. 

MR. GOWANS: That is so. 

THE COMMISSIONER: I do not suggest that necessarily this witness should 

give that evidence, but we could get it. 

MR. GOWANS: It is set out in the relevant Acts. 	The Fire Brigades Act 

deals with Country Fire Brigades Board, and the Bush Fire 

Brigades Act 1933 deals with bush fire brigades. 

THE COMMISSIONER: That would be sufficient for my purpose* 

MR. GOWANS: I shall direct Your Honors attention to that later, 

THE COMMISSIONER: That can be done in private* 

THEWITNESS: Even in the Argus, a fortnight ago, on the front page of 

the Weekend Magazine, there appeared a photograph of fire 

fighters at a demonstration at Maryborough. That photograph 

bore a statement that the men who were giving that demonstration 

at Maryborough had been fire fighting throughout the country 

during the months of November, December and January, protect-

ing lives and the forests. 	That is all wrong. It is a 

different organisation that was at Maryborough. There are 

hundreds of townsin Victoria that receive no assistance what- 

ever from the Country Fire Brigades Board* 	They operate 

only where there is a town water supply, such as at Warrandyte, 

Ferntree Gully, and several towns in that area. 	At Moyhu, 

Whitfield, Avenel and other towns in the north east there was 

no assistance of any kind received from the Gauntry Fire Brigades 
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Board the whole protection being given by the Bush Fire Brigades 

organisation. 

Will you proceed with your evidence? ---I do not desire to cover the ground 

that has already been amply covered by Mr. Swindon, the President 

of our organisation, but, as an engineer and as one who is very 

interested in the north eastern part of the State, I say that we 

have experienced two of the driest years on record. 	Despite 

that fact, we consider that the losses from bush fires in the 

settled areas and the areas covered by our organisation were 

comparatively light. 	I think that point alone proves the value 

of our organisation, not only for its preventive and educational 

work, but also for its co-operation witlArther Departments. By 

the way, the other Departments are all represented on and are 

invited to attend our conference. With their co-operation and 

with the effective control of our men and equipment, with prompt 

attention and attendance at fires, hundreds of small fires in 

forest areas throughout the State have this year been effectively 

put out. 	In some cases they have been extinguished within 

a few minutes, in that way preventing the possibility of those 

fires spreading and reaching great dimensions. The fires that 

did occur in grazing areas were either adjacent to or were actually 

joining on to Grown lands. 	The extent of those fires was due 

to the fact that, in those localities, there were no means of 

fighting the fires readily available. 	We stressed the point 

all over Victoria where we have ou four hundred brigades, and we 

put out hundreds of fires that would have reached serious 

dimensions but for the prompt attention of our members, who had 

the advantage of being equipped with valuable equipment, valued 

in all at about 235,000, contributed by the landholders. The 

value of the work performed by our organisations was enormous. We 

had men at larrandyte ten days after the fire, and they were still 
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operating with their knapsack pumps. 	It would be difficult 

to estimate the value of those thousands of men who were 

engaged throughout the State, but I place the value of our 

men to the 'State at approximately £30,0000 

THE COMMISSIONER: How do you value the men?---At the rate of lei an 

hour, or 10/- a day. 	We say that our organisation has proved 

its value* It has grown from the one hundred and thirty brigades 

that were originally formed at the time that the Hon. °Y. J. Beckett 

convened the conference in the Melbourne Town Hall for the purpose, 

to four hundred brigades* 	I shall deal with two very important 

aspects as they present themselves to me. 	The firet and second 

points that I have considered have been amply dealt with, but the 

third and fourth points are vital aspects. 	I think that there 

should be a national fire protection organisation in this States 

With that end in view, I suggest the ix formation of a Board along 

the lines suggoeted by the president of our organisation, Mr.Swindon. 

That Board would comprise three representatives of the Bush Fire 

Brigade, who would provide the men, three representatives from the 

municipalities, who would help in the financing of the organisation, 

and three representatives of the Government. The Government would 

provide finance, and, in my opinion, its appointees should be 

representative of the forests, water supply and lands interests. 

That would be an ideal Board to control the fire fighting oraaniSe 

ation in this State. 	The Board or association would also take 

over the work of the existing Fire Brigades Committee* That is a 

committee that was appointed by the Government, and the members 

representative of the brigades are elected each year. Personally, 

I rep resent the north eastern, and eastern parts of the States, which 

areas take in the greater part of the fire-menaced section of the 

State. 	That committee meets five or six times a year, and seven 

or eight men, whose services are more valuable than to sit around 

a table and register a few brigades, are called on to do this work. 
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that 
To a great extent/is a waste of public funds. 	It has to be 

done, but there is no necessity for seven or eight men to meet 

to register captains, lieutenants and brigades after receipt of 

a report from the local police or municipal authorities in the 

various districts. 

MR. GOWNS: Is that the sole function of the Committee?---That is so* 

That work would be taken over by the Board that I suggest. 

I should then appoint a Chief Officer, a Deputy Chief Officer, 

and'other staff, if necessary. 	At this stage, we consider the 

total cost would not exceed £3,000 to 25,000. 	That would cover 

the cost of the Board, and we do not want it to be suggested that 

we advocate the creation of another State Board that will cost 

the taxpayer a lot of money. 

How much from that estimated cost would be taken up in the salary of 

a Chief Officer?—efie worked it out at approximately 2800 per 

annum for salary and travelling expenses. 	The Chief Officer 

would have an assistant to perform office duties, and so on 

Hid duty would be to visit the Crown lands regularly and all 

grazing areas, say, during the spring, and advise on what measures 

are necessary. 	He would also suggest the date for the Proclama- 

tion in various areas, in zoned areas, in accordance with what he 

considered to be best, taking into consideration seasonal 

conditions. He would be an experienced officer, who would know 

his Job. 	I venture to suggest that almost any experienced person 

. could have predicted in November last that we were going to exper-

ience a very dry year. 	At the annual conference of our Assoc- 

iation at Mansfield, we predicted it, and urged all members of 

our organisation to get their equipment in order. 	We felt that 

it was coming, and we were righto 	In nine cases out of ten, 

such conditions could be predicted. 

Assuming that is so, what steps would your organisation have taken, if 

it had the power to do it, to try and remedy the position?---- 

I shall deal with that aspect later, and perhaps it would be 
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better if I dealt with it as I came to it. The Chief 

Officer would regularly inspect protection works, such as 

dug-outs, clearings and water supply. 	When I refer to 

water supply, I do so with the knowledge that Sir Herbert 

Gepp said that water is not effective. 	4e cross swords 

with Sir Herbert Gepp on that point, and say that water is 

most effective. 	I suppose Your Honor has seen the work- 

ing of the knapsack pump, and probably you are aware of the 

value of that equipment* 
water 

THE COMMISSIONER: I do not think Sir Herbert Gepp said that ma is 

not effective. 	What he said was that some other liquid 

was more effective. 	He drew a comparison between the 

value of another liquid and water, and what he said was not 

to the detriment of water?---Water supply is essential, and 

knapsack pumps are useless in those areas without an effect-

ive water supply being available. I have visited the 

devastated areas around Macedonaid I there saw the very fine 

tanks that were provided by Mr. Cameron. 	Those tanks are 

invaluable for fire fighting purposes. 	Those who have 

seen them appreciate the value of the tanks )  not only for 

the watering of shrubs around the cross on Mount Macedon, but 

also for the value of a water supply in the case of fire* 

The tanks need only have a capacity of 2,000 gallons, and, 

with the provision of 100 knapsack pumps, it would be possible 

to do a wonderful job with that water supply available* The 

Chief Officer would be required to report on and take steps 

to black out all uncontrolled fires. That would be one of 

his main jobs. 	At the annual conference at Mansfield last 

year, one delegate said that there was a case in which a fire 

had been burning for some weeks, and he wanted to know whose 

job it was to put it out. The landowners in the vicinity saw 

that the fire did not come down to their clearings, but 

nobody else worried about that fire. 	I approached the 

Porests Commission about it and I was told that in future, 

if such outbreaks were reported to the Commission, it would 
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take steps to bring that fire under control and put it out 

We say it should be blacked out. le had fires in the north 

east part of the State that were burning for weeks and months. 

Kiewa was menaced for weeks at a time. If those fires had 

been controlled and put out at the latest by November, a good 

deal of trouble would have been avoided. 

Xtft. G0ANS: (here would those fires be burning, on Crown lands or in 

State forests?---Mainly on Crown lands, 	In this connection, 

I have this on the authority of an officer attached to the 

Sustenance Branch, that last year there were 1,000 men in one 

part of the city alone who had been on susteneme relief, not 

work for sustenance, and they had not worked for twelve months* 

If that thousand men from one part of the city alone could be 

placed under the control of an expert forestry officer to 

construct fire breaks or doing other work of that description 

under proper control, they would be performing a useful service: 

They could be employed under control on cutting breaks, burning 

breaks, burning the forest floor or controlling forest floor 

fires. 	In the mountain ash country, wide breaks are prefer- 

able. 	I know that from experience as an engineer in the Upper 

larra district, where I constructed quite a number of tramway 

tracks, including the steam tramway from Big Pat's Creek. 

Those men could be employed for a period of six or eight weeks, 

possibly about the middle of March to the middle of May, or to 

the end of May, according to seasonal conditions. Possibly 

this year, the burning of breaks would not be effective in 

autumn because of what I might term the unseasonal rains. We 

have had 14 inches of rain recently, which is unusual. The men 

could be employed in squads of fifty, in either the spring or 

the autumn, in burning breaks and gx doing other effective 

protective w orks. 	They would also be trained in fire fight- 

ing work and would be available to black out any small fires 

that occurred in the forests or Crown lands. In addition, 
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they would be available for immediate transport to the 

scene of any sudden outbreak of fire. 

THE COMMISSIONER: You•ould have than formed into a permanent force?---

I think something of that kind could be done, but not 

necessarily a permanent force. 	They would be what you 

might calla standing army of forest fire fighters, who 

could be called on in emergency. 	It has been s uggested 

that the militia could do it. 

You are suggesting that r elief workers should be used; would you make 

it a sort of conscription?---No. 

After their period of training, youwould call on them for this work, 

and would they be obliged by law to come when called on?--- 

No, they would be available during a period of eight or 

ten weeks, and it would be part of their duty to fight 

fires as part of their employment. 

Would that class of man result in the possibility of casualties being 

high in certain circumgtances?---No, not if effective 

breaks were cut, and thevyhole area was carefully mapped out, 

with effective equipment and dug-outs provided. 

Is that a very onerous sort of work?---No, it is not. 	As a matter 

of fact, it is a much easier to carry out preventive work 

than to fight fires. 	When fighting fires, a man does 

six times as much work as he would normally do. Many men 

break down as a result of fire fighting, because they keep on 

fighting until they are absolutely exhausted. It is one of 

the worst things I know of. 

With that scheme that you suggest, getting relief workers for the 

purpose, you would have to rely on the batch of relief 

workers on hand when the trouble started? 	That is so. 

If it was the first day of training, that class of man would not be 

of much use, and would be a greater embarrassment than 

help, would he not?---In the autumn, they would go out for 

six or eight weeks and would be trained in fire fighting 
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work. 	They would be burning breaks, and I should say that 

that burning would be perfectly safe in the autumn. In the 

spring, they would come along when conditions were getting 

menacing, and would not wait until the whole of the country 

was dried up. 	They would be getting further training and 

would be available for use in that direction. 

That rests on the assumption that the relief workers would be willing 

to learn these things?---I think they would. We have had 

hundreds of casual fire fighters working for us, and they 

have turned out to be some our best men. 	Mien it comes to 

actual fire fighting, casual men are used, and that is why our 

insurance covers all men, whether he be a member of the brigade 

or a man carrying his blankets. 

MR. GO,rANS: There would be this difficulty encountered if you scheme 

were adopted: it would not follow that the same men who had been 

available in the previous autumn?---The next year, you could take 

another thousand men and train them. 	I understand that during 

the recent fires wharf labourers volunteered their services. What 

is the use of taking men out into the country when they do not 

know the country? 

Do you suggest that there is a permanent unemployed populace which 

would be the same from year to year?---Not necessarily. 

Ultimately you would get all these men with a certain amount of 

forestry experience, and, as citizens, they would realise the value 

of the forests to the State, which would be auto the good. 

That would provide not only suitable employment for the relief 

workers, but it would also provide the State with a semi-trained 

standing ar my way of fire fighters. 	There again, they are not 

actually employed, but they are volunteers. 	If they ares elected 

from different centres, they would have a greater appreciation 

of the value of our forests, and would understand the need for 

the protection of the forests. 	 Those men receive 

approximately £2 a week. 	The extra cost of employing 
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each 
say, two parties for eight weeks/during the most valuable 

period of the year - they would not be sent out in the 

winter - would not exceed £30,000, and it would mean 1,000 

men undertaking protective works. I can a lso give the 

assurance that they would receive the maximum a ssistance 

not only from our brigades but also from landowners. I 

attended a meeting on Tuesday night last, at which it was 

unanimously resolved that the landowners would co-operate in 

this essential work. 	They would go out with equipment and 

men and help to burn breaks and patrol fires. 	That co- 

operation w ould supply the Government not only with men and 

equipment, but it would also bring about a very desirable 

measure of co-operation in actual fire fighting. It would 

enable our men to get an idea of the geographical side of 

the country. 	They w ould know where they were going, what 

they .w ere doing, and where they w ould be located. 1t w ould 

also improve relations between the landowners and the Forests 

Commission. 	Today those relations are not as they should 

be. 

Aey?---I think mainly because of the policy of the Commission of 

allowing an accumulation of forest cover which, of course, 

is the ideal, as I grant, for water s upply. 	is an engineer, 

I realise the value of that policy, but, at t he same time, if 

11 at cover is going to accumulate for six or eight years, or 

even eight to t en year periods, and then have a wholesale burn, 

the damage will be t ea times as great. 	The general opinion 

is that you will get that. 	The otherday, on one of the 

areas that has been covered by fire, there was a rainfall of 

three or four inches* 	That washed away t ens of thousands of 

tons of soil into the kiewa River, and today the w ater in the 

river is as black as your hat. 

You belong to the school that thinks it necessary, in order to avoid 

these comparatively big fires, to run the risk of a certain 

amount of erosion and a certain amount of injury to the 
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timber?---No, I would not burn in the gullies, and I would keep 

out of the gullies. 	I would confer with the committee to be 

appointed. 	That committee  would advise, just as advice has 

been given to landowners to plough across and not down a slope. 

The committee would probably advise to burn where it would do no 

harm. 	-lith effective control, the provision of suitable breaks 

and plenty of equipment available, it may be possible for the 

Forests Commission to still adopt that ideal* 

COLIIISSIONER: Assuming it is correct to say that a gully very 

often acts as a funnel up which a fire advances with great force 

and pace, what would you do t o prevent the spread of fire if you 

did not burn in the gullies?---It would depend on w here your 

breaks were. 	There again, I suggest the breaks should not be 

across the slopes but on the foothills, on the tops of the hills a 

If you have a break on the northerly aspect, with a north wind 

you have no chance of stopping it from going up, but you can stop 

it from going down. 	I would concentrate on the northerly 

aspect, and I think s ome measures should be taken t o protect the 

gullies. I would not be in favour of burning them. If the other 

parts were protected, you would have very little trouble w ith the 

gullies. 

If the gullies were burnt with a comparatively light fire, would not 

that be better than having them absolutely gutted ultimately, as 

they have been in the recent fires. You w ill have erosion t o 

an extent beyond your imagination almost, from past experience?---

If possible, I should say a very 1 ight burning, perhaps once in a 

few years, would be all right, but if the other parts were burnt, 

the gullies would be protected. 	Those are all matters that 

require very careful consideration. 

GC.IANS: Have you considered the possible effect on timber of the 

policy of stuttraiiing controlled burning?---In the mountain ash 

country, I have suggested it might be or should be advisable to 

provide effective breaks* 	I would not suggest that against the 
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advice of the Forests Commission, but, in areas where it can 

be proved that burning is injurious to the timber, it would be 

necessary to burn wide breaks, even if it amounted to the loss 

of a mile strip of forest. 	It is better to sacrifice one 

mile than to lose fifty miles of valuable country. 

If it were necessary, a permanent break from one mile to two 

miles wide could be provided, and it should be burnt every 

two or three years. 

Obviously it would be desirous to have some sort of liason between 

the authority controlling the burning and the Forests 

Commission, which is controlling the timber. How do you 

think that could be worked out?---I would say controlled burn- 

ing should be left to the Forests Commission in co-operation 

with the Chief Officer to whom I have previously referred. 

Co-operation with the Chief Officer would ensure the co-oper-

ation of landowners and others. 

As I see the difficulty, it is this: in the past, the policy of the 

Forests Commission, putting it broadly and largely, has been 

to avoid burning. 	Assuming that is so, how do you think you 

could bring about a change of that policy by legislation setting 

up the organisation such as you suggest, unless that organisation 

has some kind of binding force to enable it to burn in various 

areas in spite of the Forests Commission? 

(Continued on Page 1615). 
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THE COMMISSIONER: In other words, how can you change men's minds and 

outlook by legislation?---It is a case of educating the 

Forests Commission to that viewpoint* 

Who is going to educate the Commission, the men who wish to conserve every 

stick of timber?---No, I should say the fire protection 

service. It would be their job to c o-operate on the 

questions of fire protection, erosion and other matters. 

THE COMMISSIONER: You would not get much independence of action from the 

fire prevention section of the Forests Commission if the 

Forests Commission itself did not approve of the policy. 

You cannot fight your boss?---That is so* Id° not 

know that I would suggest that legislation be brought in 

GO-JANS: Short of that, how are you going to bring about a change of 

face? 

THE COMMISSIONER: I wish to make it clear, Mr. Barber, that I am using 

this for purposes of assumption and argument only 

AR. BARBER: I appreciate that, sir. 

THE WITNESS: Take the case of the Country Fire Brigades; they have power 

to burn and blow down houses in streets. 	We are not 

asking for that. 

What are you asking for?---Ye do not suggest that we are in a position to 

dictate to the Forests Commission. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Why do you not suggest that; you are representing the 

fire fighting people of the State?---We suggest a Board 

with three representatives of the bush fire brigades, three 

representatives of municipalities, and three representatives 

from Government Departments, the Forestry Land and Water 

Supply Departments. 	If t hat Board were established, it 

Clear your mind 

should be able to control fire fighting and prevention *  

of the operations of the Forests Commission for a moment; 

say, in your district you are a man with a large and 

valuable forest property and for reasons of your own you 

refuse to burn off, or will burn only under extreme 

pressure. 	Would it be your policy to say that because 

this is a valuable property and the owner does not want to 
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burn off, he should be left alone?---Do you mean when a fire is 

burning or as a preventive means? 

As a preventive means?---In that case there should be power t o burn, 

or someone should be given power to burn a certain width around 

his property. 

And if he had a very inflammable property?---That would be all the 

more reason why it should be attended to. 	It has been 

suggested by some farmers that they should sow superphosphate 

around their boundaries. 

That is so* 	Coming down to principles, what is the difference in 

principle, in this connection, between a public department and 

a private owner?---Except that the Forests Commission has its 

own experts. 

Flxperts at what?---At fire fighting - or they should be. 

That is the point. 	Are you going to give away a whole lot of 

concessions before you know the effects? 	I want you to under- 

stand that this is merely for the purpose of argument, but this 

is a good way of getting to the bottom of things at times?--- 

Yen will realise that we are a voluntary organisation, and we 

wish to remain sob 	I think possibly it would be out of 

Court for us to suggest that we should dictate to the Forests 

Commission, 	Again I say, leave it to the Board which should 

have power to take measures in private properties such as you 

suggest, as well as in Crown property. 

MR. GOWANS: This Board you suggest is to take the place of the 

bush fire brigades' committee?---I would not say exactly take 

the place of it. 

There would still be the bush fire brigades' Board?---Yes. 

Do you suggest that the bush fire brigades' organisation - or whatever 

you call it - should have power to burn in forest areas if 

necessary?---No. 	In that case, I would not call it a bush 

fire brigades' Board, but a national fire organisation. 

MR. BARBER: Arose by any other name - 

THE COMMISSIONER: which means erosion by any other names 
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THE WITUSS: It should be a national organisation. 

MR. GOWANS: The Forests Commission has certain duties to perform in 

preserving the timber of the State, and to that extent 

it should have some control in this matter?---It would 

be represented on the Board. 

That would be the best way, in your opinion, of covering the position?--- 

That body would be an expert Board co-operating with the 

C.S.I.R. and other appropriate authorities. 

iould not the policy of the Board be didnted by the number of represent-

atives the Forests Commission. had on it?---I should say nod 

Suppose the Forests Commission had a majorit - on the Board )  do you not 

think that the policy of the Board in such case might be 

the policy of the Forests Commission?---I suppose you want 

me to say, yes, to that, and then to admit that if the 

bush fire brigades had a majority )  the same thingwould 

apply there. 

That being so )  which organisation. do you think should have a majority 

on the Board?---I do not think there should be any necessity 

to go into that at all 	Our relations should be such that 

there would be the maximum measure of co-operation. If 

you like, you could give the Minister a final power of 

veto& 

THE COMMISSIONER: Which Minister? Ue will not go into the personal 

side ofthe question, but what portfolio would you assign 

that veto to?---It so happens one Minister controls lands 

and forests at the present time. 

Assuming that the portfolio were separated; they happen to be in the 

hands of one dnister at the present tines?---I suggest a 

committee of Cabinet Ministers representative of water 

supply, local government and forests. 

THE COMMISSIONER: You seem to have a marvellous faith in committees 

and boards; admittedly you must get your people together 

on different committees and boards to secure co-operation, 
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but you must look closely into the constitution of any such 

board or committee. 	Is it not often impossible to get 

real co-operation where more than two conflicting interests 

are represented on a Board of this nature. 	All the people 

you have mentioned are, as far as I can see, representative 

of conflicting interests on this matter of fire prevention 

and fire fighting. 	Ahy should theyegree just because they 

happen to be represented on a board?---I would not say that 

they re conflicting interests at all. 

I think there is conflict* 	I want to know how you ly ill set aside 

that conflict of interests in order to enable the Board to 

work in a spirit of harmony?---Speaking for the people of the 

north-eastern district, i would not say that there is a spirit 

of conflict* 

MR. GOWANS: I thought, in your opening remarks, you said that up in 

your district you found a spirit of conflict between the local 

people, the fire brigades' representatives generally, and the 

Forests Commission, particularly on this question of policy?---

It is not so much conflict as non-co-operation* The brigades 

will not co-onerate to the same extent because they do not 

approve of the present policy. 

Many people in Victoria think that the policy of the Forests Commission 

in the past, whether rightly or wrongly, has been one which has 

to some extent led to this bush fire menace. Is that not the 

position?----It might have contributed to the extent of the 

fires. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Do many people think that to be so?---Never mind 

what the facts are? 	No, I would not say-  that. 

A number of people in your district think that the Forests Commission 

is to be held responsible to a great extent for the intensity of 

the recent fires?-----Speaking of our district, I would say that 

that does not apply except in a few instances. 

THE COMNISSIONER (To Mr. Barber): Have you a different policy 

operating inthat district, Mr. Barber? 

MR. BARBER: No sir, it is the same policy, but the people 
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apparently appreciate what is done for them there. 

MR. GMANS (To Witness); I thought you asserted, in reply to a 

question, that there was an apparent absence of sympathy 

between the local people and the Forests Commission?---I 

would not say that there was an absence of sympathy. There 

may be conflict of interests. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Are there no graziers in that area?---Yes. 

Are the people not terrified of the fire risks in the reserves there?--- 

To some extent they area 

Is there not conflict there?---Not necessarily, because the Forests 

Commission, when applied to, has taken certain steps to deal 

with these oonditions. 	I do not think the Commission has 

done all that it could have done, but I would not say that 

there is an absence of sympathy° 	I would say thatwe 

are now prepared to ea-operate. 

MR. GOTANS: You agree that there is a difference in the points of 

view?---That is sod 

And I think you had something to say about an absence of co-operation?---

Not an absence of co-operation that amounts to conflict: there 

is not the maximum co-operation essential for effective fire 

fightings. 

Between the Forests Commission and what class of people is there a 

differeece in the points of view?---Mainly the settlers on 

the fringe of the Grown land areas and because of the accumul- 

ation of the forest growth on Forest Commiseien areas, sometimes 

up to the boundary fences. 

Between the Gommissionand what class of people is there this want of 

co-operation, not complete absence of co-operation but absence 

of efficient co-operation?---between the people and the Commission? 

Yes?---eell, they feel that the aocumelation of growth on the forest 

floor is a menace. 	A settler rang me the other daywanting 

to know whether the Forests Commission would allow him 

somethinL; for the repair of the his boundary fence. 	He said 

that he saved his subdivisional fence in a grass fire, but 
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due to an accumulation of debris most of his boundary fence 

was burnt. 

Thl COMMISSIONER: There would be a certain measure of lack of sympathy 

between that man and the Forests Commission?---That is so. 

There are thousands of these people?---Yes, that may be, individually. 

Was that man only rather annoyed or did he think that the Forests 

Commission was Public Enemy No.1?---No, if the Commission 

said tomorrow, 44We will allow you for one mile of the area 

burnt', you would have the maximum co-operation tomorrow. 

Our people realise the value of forests. 	They are forest 

conscious. 

/04A,N3: Jetting back to the question of the constitution of the 

proposed fire prevention board, or national organisation for 

the prevention of fire, do you think that if the Lands Depart-

ment had the major representation on such an organisation, it 

might be able to hold the balance evenly between the various 

conflicting points of view?---I would say, no. I would not 

agree. 

Why? What is the difficulty about the Lands Department?---I would not 

give any department control, otherwise you may lose the 

value of the voluntary bush fire organisation, and if that 

organisation goes in any conflict, you will never replace ita 

Tnere is no force of men who will take the place of such an 

organisation. 	The worst feature of the whole thing is that 

we have asked for these powers. 	We have asked for fines to 

be increased against graziers, and some contributions towards 

our funds and some contribution towards the accident fund, 

because we protect every man working on fires. We have asked 

for years for eome assistance, and yet we have not received one 

penny from the tLicvernment, and these are the things our people 

object to. 

Co not mizanderstand maa 	I am not suggesting that the bush fire 

fighting organisation should be sub-ordinated to any other 

department or State or municipal organisation, but I should 
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like to get some indication as to how you are going to constitute 

that Board or fire control organisation so that the State Depart- 

ments or other classes of the community concerned do not get a 

majority. How are you going to maintain a balance?---I have 

suggested a constitution of nine representatives. 

MR. BARBER: Under that proposal, ours would be a voice crying in the 

wilderness. 

THE COMMISSIONER: If we could cut out the wilderness, it would not 

be so bad. 

MR. GO4ANS (To witness): Let us now consider the water conservation 

areas. 	Do you consider that the body referred to should have 

power to burn in the water conservation areas where you have a 

totally different problem and one which involves serious con-

sideration as to whether there should be burning at all?---If 

burning were the only effective measure of fire prevention and 

the whole country side were endangered by fire, I would say, yes. 

Even at the risk of erosion and siltation of water supply?---You are 

suggesting burning the whole of the catchment area; I say only 

certain blocks should be burnt to certain boundaries. 

I am putting it to you because certain representatives of water con- 

servation bodies raised the point that it would be undesirable 

to have any burning at all in water catchment areas?---I should 

say that that views refers to indiscriminate burning or uncontroll-

able burning by graziers. 

I suggest that they are advocating nothing of the kind?---Well, during 

one of the worst fires on January 13th and 14th there was a haul,. 

cast in one are for instance, when the bridge over the Murray was 

burnt and one of the settlers said to me that the worst feature 

about the fire was that he had done certain things to prevent 

erosion, and this good work was destroyed. 	Mr. Mitchell, who 

is now in Canada studying these matters, has done a great deal in 

educating farmers against the evils of erosion, and many of these 
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farmers have already done valuable work in trying to prevent 

erosion in the gullies. 	This farmer said to me, "For 

heaven's sake, see that we aet some oontol." Despite the 

work done by these farmers to prevent erosion, the fact 

remains that the fire has swept away much of the good effects 

of their efforts* 	This is largely due to the accumulation 

of forest growth* 

Do you not think there may be another point of view, the question of 

preserving the purity of the water?---The Murray today is 

black and undrinkable, and that is due to uncontrolled fires. 

suppose you have controlled burning, do you t hink that might be effect-

ive?---No. 	Controlled burning would be all r ight in the 

autumn, when the rains would be light and that would be of 

some protection before the heavy spring rains. 

I think I had better leave you to convince Mr. Kelso on these matters?---

If it is possible to keep your catchment areas in virgin state, 

and retain the leafmould with its absorptive capacity, then, 

perhaps, we could keep the fires out, but in some cases fire is 

the only means of controlling the spread - by breaks and con-

trolled fires. 

You think that in some of these catchment areas, it may be necessary 

to burn off?- -I think it would be, and only in such areas 

should this be allowed. 	The chi ef officer suggested earlier 

should be consulted regarding the construction of dugouts and 

he should operate in consultation with inspectors of factories 

forest ()flacons and water supply officers. 	He should see 

that there is adequate provision of water for fire fighting 

Purposes and provision for breaks extinguishers, etc. 

Areas should be cleared with the assistance of the Country 

Roads Board, which would probably co-operate in having camp-

ing areas set aside, and these camping areas could,to some 

extent, be made in s uch a way that they would be part of 

sefety measures. They could be used to provide for the 
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safety of the public in the case of fire. 	Finally, to get 

away from the point to some extent, I would suggest that this 

voluntee• organisation of 20,000 men might be called upon in 

a national emergency in the event of any aerial attack with 

incendiary bombs WhiCh, in the summer season, would create 

untold loss to crops and seriously jeopardise our means of 

defence. 	1 tnink in this respect the organisation would 

be of great value. 

MR. GOWANS1 That is pure H.G.Wslis4 

THE GOMMISSIONER: Why "pure"? I think we might confine our dis-

cussion to bush fires, their causes and prevention?---I con-

sider that an organisation on -the lines suggested would be of 

advantage. 	In regard to municipal responsibility, per- 

sonally and on behalf of the 20 shires in our north eastern 

area, it is considered that just as the local government 

authorities in Great Britain are the distributing authorities 

and controllers of air-raid shelters in co-operation with 

the defence authorities, it is considered that the municipal 

bodies in Victoria could and should assist in the fire pro-

tection service proposed. Although individual brigades do 

magnificent work, there is urgent need when fires extend to 

various districts, for some key organisation to ensure most 

effective results from the men and equipment employed. For 

instance, at dangaratta I have suggested the formation of an 

emergency council with a supply emergency and equipment cover-

ing a radius of 50 miles. 	At langaratta, the formation of 

the emergency council is to be proceeded with and the mayor 

and presidents of two or three shires have already raised 

funds for the supply of emergency equipment. That is some- 

thing that we camel° if we have the proper co-ordination. 

At present each brigade does its job, and in areas where 

fires are extensive, several brigades may be acting as in-

dividual organisations, and in such cases co-ordination 

would be more effective. 	4e hope that that will be brought 
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about by the formation of a council on the lines discussed 

at *angaratta* 

THE COMMISSIONER: Mr. Swindon informed us that you received little or 

no financial support from subsidies, and that you relied on 

donations. 	Am I over-stating the position, Mr. Swindon? 

MR. SWINDON: No, Your Honor. I do not think you are, except that 

I mentioned that the Fire Underwriters' ,association con- 

tributes £100 a year. 

THE sITi SSI The municipal authorities contribute about £80 per 

year. 	Under the proposed scheme they would be compelled 

to pay on the basis of the valuation of the municipality* 

MR. GOVAN'S: The theory is that the municipal authority should con-

tribute half the estimated cost for the year?---No, the 

first proposal suggeSted one-third with the Fire Under-

writers' Association contributing one-third. That is a 

matter of Government policy* 

In expressing these views as to the desirability of forming a fire 

control organisation, with power to burn off if necessary 

in Forests Oommission areas and even in water catchment 

areas controlled by -later supply authorities, are you ex- 

pressing your own personal views, or are you expressing the 

view of any substantial bodies in your district?---I would 

say that this is the view held by the whole of the brigades 

in the north east. 	I could have that verified. On Sat- 

urday a conference of brigades will take place. Resolutions 

have been carried, and I am sure that on Saturday similar 

resolutions will be passed. 

R. GOdANS: (To the Commissioner): perhaps Your Honor would like to 

ask the witness to place some of these proposals before the 

brigades. 	It might be of some assistance to Brow whether 

the views of the witneee ure in fact supported by the 

organisations concerned. 

THE COMMISSIONER (To the Witness): I think you had perhaps better 

test the feelings of your brigades on these matters, that 
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is, if you do not feel confident to speak on that at the 

moment. 	It might be as well to test the feelings of those 

concerned; do you feel inclined to do that?---I have before 

me a summary of opinions expressed at a meeting of land-

holders in the Happy Valley area. The meeting was convened 

at the suggestion of Detective Miller of henalla. I have been 

asked to submit these opinions to the Commission. You will 

find that these views are similar to those expressed by me, 

although they do not refer specifically to breaks. 

(Statement handed to Mr. Gowans). 

MR. GOWANS: From a cursory perusal of the statement, Your Honor, I 

think it is largely on the same lines as that put forward by 

Mr. Swindon. The statement does not deal with this partic-

ular matter under discussion, so far as I can see. 

THE COMMISSIONER: (To witness) Will you put in the document?---Yes. 

MR. GO - 4kNS: I would ask that this document be included int he trans-

script of evidence, and that it be not merely treated as an 

exhibit. 	On a previous occasion a similar requestwas made 

by me and this was not done. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Whenever you have asked for this to be done, I 

have always directed the shorthand writer to include the 

document in the transcript of evidence. 

MR. GOANS: On one occasion I asked that a statement of the duties 

of a forest officer, which Was put in by Mr. Elsey of Willow 

Grove, should be set out in the transcript of evidence, and 

I find that it is not set out there as requested. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Does your request appear in the transcript? 

MR. GOWANS: I think it is a matter of misunderstanding. I should 

like, for convenience,to have the whole statement included 

in the transcript, as though the witness had actually read 

it. 

THE GOMM1SSIONER: Very well. The document put in is headed 

"Cause and Prevention of Bush Fires". 	I direct that it be 

included as part of the transcript of evidence and not merely 

recorded as an exhibit. 
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The Document put in by Mr. L. H. G. Sambell is as follows: 

Summary of opinions expressed, under various 

headings, at a meeting of landholders in the Happy 

Valley area. This meeting was convened by 

Cr. J. Jones at the suggestion of Detective Miller of 

Benalla. The attendance was small but representative. 

These notes include all suggestions made and opinions 

expressed at the meeting. There was a similar resol-

ution at Corryong. 

Causes - 

The policy of the Forests Commission, described 

by some landholders as criminal negligence, in allow-

ing leaf-mould and debris to accumulate for years on 

forest floors is a very great contributing factor as 

it tremendously increases fire risk. 

Late burning off of blackberry and noxious weeds 

by unknown landholders° 

Roots of stumps set alight during clearing 

operations may smoulder unsuspected for months and break 

out onthesArface during a danger period. 

Lightning, broken bottles acting as burning 

glasses, careless disposal of cigarette butts and used 

matches were all instanced as mechanical causes by the 

personal experience of individual,- present. 

Careless use of phosphorus in poison baits was 

also instanced as having caused fires. 

No person present at the meeting knew of a 

case where cattlemen holding leases in the district had 

deliberately fired the forest during danger periods. 

It was pointed out that such leaseholders would in most 

cases be the first to suffer loss. 

Apart from the actual causes of fires, several 

factors were listed as contributing greatly towards 
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fire dangers. These were - 

Lack of co-operation between the Forests 

Commission and landholders in dangerous areas An 

instance oft his occurred at the eastern end of this 

valley in November of last year. A slow fire mut 

had been burning in the forest for some weeks The 

local forestry officer was aware of its presence* 

As it was not dangerous just at that time, and was 

out of his area in any case, he could do nothing. 

But if a lead had been given by the Forests Commission 

at the right time, this fire could have been extin-

guished easily by the local residents. In this 

district, few, if any, bre aks were burned in the 

Crown Land areas or in the pine plantation before the 

recent big fires. 

There are few, if any, fire breaks at present 

in the indigenous forests in this district s  and such 

as are on the pine plantations are too narrow to be 

adequate. 

Remedies suggested for Prevention:- 

The provision of fire breaks at least 4 to 5 

chains wide on all forest frontages. These breaks 

to be kept clean and burned every spring. The 

forest to be burnt in autumn. 

Stricter supervision of all forest areas. 

More men to be employed to make certain that all dis-

tricts are policed frequently and thoroughly. 

Bush Fire Brigades to be organised system-

atically and thoroughly and to be given wider powers 

to commandeer assistance, paid if necessary, of men and 

material in times of grave danger. That every assist-

ance be given to these brigades by the Government to 

provide and distribute suitable equipment* 
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That the penalties for careless use of fire and 

for deliberate fire-lighting be made more severe. 

That restrictions on the use of fire during 

the danger periods apply to the Railways and 

other government departments. 

That after November 10 of each year, steps be 

taken to extinguish any little fires that may be 

burning in any forest area, irrespective of 

immediate danger. 	Any fire at all on forest 

lands to be systematically stamped out during the 

danger period. At present this is not done. 

(Continued on Page 1625.) 
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TM COMMISSIONER: Would you undertake to put definitely to your organisation 

the question whether they are in favour of the fire control 

body you have advocated having power to take fire preven- 

tion measures on private land, forest areas and water 

catchment areas under the control of water authorities?--- 

/as, I will undertake that. 	Referring to the report 

which has been submitted, I want to bring under notice 

a resolution carried by the Corowa landowners to the 

same effect. 	They took serious objection to the 

fire menace on Crown land areas. Regarding soft wood 

plantations, we understand that insufficient money was 

available for the Commission to burn breaks in soft 

wood areas. 	Those areas are worth millions of pounds, 

and hundreds of thousands of pounds have been spent on 

them, yet insufficient funds were provided, I understand, 

to burn necessary breaks. 	That should be remedied 

somehow by someone. 	I suggest it is covered by the 

proposition I put up. 	There are hundreds of men. 

available, and some of them, who are working for me, are 

only too glad to get out into the country and to do 

something for the money they are receiving* 

We were told by a witness the other day that there was a feeling around 

Bright that the soft wood forests formed a fire menace 

there. 	Ie that your view?---I would not say that 

in themselves they form a fire menace, except that at 

Bright they are close to the town. 	The same thing 

applies at Macedon, where the pines were wiped out. 

There they are a menace to beauty spots. It has been 

suggested that the thinnings of the pines have been 

left,and that they caused greater heat and increased 

carbon monoxide, and thus extended the conflagration. 

Otherwise, I would not like to say that they are a 

direct menace, but, if properly controlled, I would 

say otherwise* 

MR. BARBER: Where is this area of soft woods?---In the Ovens Valley. 

The area near Bright was not burned?---Yes. 
r. 7erver is the secretary of the organisation?.--He is secretary of 



tho woomittoo und the organisation. 

He is an employe of tOo 'iarosto aommiooiont-- t 

oart of hie time is devoted to tho so k of tOo .:yresits Oemaisoion, 1014 

part of it to your vork2o 

In tolling us of oontrihutiono by the fire andorwritoro and the monici -1 

councils, you omitted troy referen to tho Morooto Oommission. 

In fact, the Commission sponos on your orgunisotion, apart 

from providing Hr. Ustrvor l o servioos, tab for oquipment7--- 

,omotoing tinder 2b0. 

And it is nondoi to your orgonisationt—othere is no d 	to our 

organisation. 

it iu not bonded to you in money, but in the fors of equipmentt-..To 

brioodes bor3ering on forest areas. 	J do not think T aaid 

ttat the contribution I reforroi to Toro tho only con- 

toibut0000. 	1 Ad not hay that the 7orosto 4omission Jid 

not contribute. 

Yoo oaiO that the fire onderwriber* And this munieipaiitios 000tributed?--- 

I said the mlusiaiwalitiO0o I do not think I mentioned the 

fire un4erwriters, 

I a it foir to sum up your evidonoo by saying that, on the groat quit* 

of Writing or not burninz, you bolieve in dome sort of 

strategic horning at important mod nwoosoory pointo as 

distinet from hroadcoot burning?-ooThot is so. 

io oot know that your policy and ours diffor very ouch, exoopt as to 

tho oortioular places to burn. 	You told us but the 

-.biof Fire ()Moor, who would wastrel the dooger areas and 

bloc* out fires the moment they were observed. Ohot sort 

of mon will he 000loy for that Julio:me You would not 

suogost that he woul4 do It oinsio h000eavo-olo et  omen 

 lands, 1 ovoid olootort the ORM* )oportoent; on private 

oroperty, the 'Donors; in the forte, thi oroot oission. 

to the ease of Croon loodo, that 000ld noosmoitoto tho creation of 4 

new body of •on by the Janda f7eparimmittto---1 UnderlItSn4 

that the Oorecto .;ommiloolon has control of the Toronto, ond 
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that Commission could, at the request of the Lands Department, 

look after Crown lands. 

What about private properties?---If a landowner had stumps burning, 

and they were a menace, he would be forced to black out the 

fire. In our district, we have had the example of forestry 

officers burning off before the expiration of the proclaimed 

period. 

A forest officer can give permission for burning off in the proclaimed 

period. 

THE COMMISSIONER: What is wrong with that. 	The Proclamation states 

that no one is allowed to light a fire in the period referred 

to except under stringent conditions?---I think it is wrong 

before the expiry of the time for the Commission to burn 

areas. 	I am referring to areas cleaned of gum and other 

unprofitable timber in preparation for the piantimf planting 

of soft woods. 

One of the enabling parts of the Proclamation is that, with the per- 

mission of a forests officer, you can burn?---That is so* 

Why should not the Forests Commission have the enjoyment of the law. 

Why should they not, in fact, grant permission to themselves?--- 

IS think it is not good policy from the point of view of the 

landowner. 	They do not inform the brigades or the landowners. 

'Would that be where they have refused permission to others to burn?--- 

Not necessarily. 	The landowner perhaps has power to burn 

stubble, but he is not allowed in any circumstances to burn in 

forest ccuntry. 	He could not get a permit to burn in his own 

forest land* 

The law says he may be permitted to burn; Why should he not get 

permission?---I understand that, in forest areas, it is regarded 

as a menace. 

MR. BARBER: You are putting it on the basis that hew ould not be given 

permission. You have mentioned instances of forest officers 

burning, but I put it to you that they were perfectly entitled 

to burn. Do you know that it is not the Forests 

Commission's policy to burn inside the proclaimed period? 	 
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I hope We 

In effect we obey the Proclamation ourselves as a matter of policy?---

Not always. 

The question I am putting is, is there anything in your information 

contrary to my contention that the Commission's policy is not 

to burn within the prohibited period? 	Is there anything 

that would lead you to suggest otherwise?---I would not say 

that it is the policy to burn in the prohibited period, but 

there have been one or two exceptions. 

Your objection is a somewhat psychological one - that those who are 

the guardians of the law should not do what others are not 

permitted to do?---Possibly. 

You spoke in your theory of strip or strategic burning about not burn-

ing in gullies° 	I take it that you would distinguish between 

the gullies in dry country, which made funnels for fire, and 

damp gullies in mountain areas« 	gore you referring to the 

latter gullies when you said you would not burn them?---I 

said that only where it was absolutely essential should burning 

take place in the gullies. 	The burning should only be done 

after consultation with the State Erosion Committee. 

MRG z3 '1INDOE: You mentioned an amount given by the municipalities to 

the brigades« Was that not given forthe accident fund 

only?---That is so. 

An amount of 2225 has 'teen mentioned as provided by the Forests Commission 

for the bush fire brigades. Does that include fares and ex-

penses of delegates, printing and equipment?---I understand there 

is £80 pm for equipment* 

Do you consider that the present system of fixing one date of the 

Proclamation for the south and another date for the north satis-

factory? Should the date be different for different areas?--- 

I would not divide the State into too many areas. There should 

be a maximum of four zones. 

Have you found the Forests Commission always sympathetic with the bush 
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fire brigades?---I hardly think that is a fair question. 

You have t aken part in deputations that have made requests to the 

Government, and those requests have been turned down, have 

they not?---le asked for a Board and were given a Fire Brigades 

Registration Committee* 

THE COMMISSIONER: Why did you say the question was not a fair 

question?---I wm speaking on behalf of the brigades, and I 

have already stated that m% do not get an adequate measure of 

co-operation* I think the question was put rather bluntly, 

and I would not like to make a sweeping statement like that 

Is the Forests Commission or the Minister of Forests in your mine-- 

le have lost a number of good fire fighters ins ome of the 

brigades, because the Government has not given us the assist-

ance we asked for, 	The Fire Brigades Committee was a small 

part of our requests. 	The Government brought in a Bill 

providing for three members representing the Forests Commission 

and three representing the brigades. 	The Bill also said that 

the Chairman should be a representative of the Government. 

I could see trouble arising. It is hard enougho organise 

the brigades. We objected, and the Government amended the 

provision to read that the Chairman should be approved of by 

the Minister* 	The Committee has existed for four years, and, 

in every case, the Minister has appointed an officer of the 

Government as Chairman. 	I have personally made  protests, 

but our Chairman has not even been asked to take the Chair* 

Do you think that has been against the best interests of the brigades?---

I am sure of it. I could put ten men in the Box, captains 

and others, to say so* 

Did not the Association put forward a request to the Minister to give 

£300 to the accident fund, and the brigades offered to put up 

£1 for every 10/=?----Yes* 

Mere has been no acceptance of that?---Not yet, but the Einister has 

promised. 

MR. KELSO: I gather that you agree that the burning of a water catchment 
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area involves some danger to t he w ater efficiency?---From 

absorption or run-off? 

Discolouration, erosion, siltation and loss of storage in the ground?---

I advocated the burning of breaks rather than wholesale 

destruction, which would cause discolouration and siltation. 

I think something between the two is what is put to you. I think we 

can take common ground on the burning of breaks. Suppose you 

had the opportunity of burning one third or one half of a 

watershed area, would you agree that that would involve some 

damage to the water efficiency of the area?--I would agree, 

but I would object to one third or one half or any such pro- 

portion of a watershed being burned. I do n of t pink that 

would be necessary. 

You said that you would agree to s ome more extensive burning than the 

burning of fire breaks if you could not save the forests in any 

other w ay?---The breaks would be used for the purpose of burning 

back. 

I am talking about pre-suppression something d one before an emergency. 

You are saying now that the only thing is to burn breaks?-- 

Effective breaks of one or two or up to five miles wide. 

When you s peak of a break fivemiles wide, I assume that you are thinking 

of the catchment areas in the north. I am going to put to you 

something about a different type of catchment. Consider the 

Board of ;forks catchment areas, which, unlike those existing in 

the north, are controlled by an authority which is a fire fighting 

authority and makes itself responsible for putting out fires. Is 

this burning the only recourse? 	Is it not a fact that there is 

an equally good recourse of keeping the fire out if the water-

shed is controlled by that kind of a uthority?---I agree, to an 

extent. 

If you have, on the one hand, a definite danger to the water value of 

the area, and, on the other hand, a not realised danger of 

fire, and if, in fact, it is possible to prevent the danger 

of fire without introducing a danger to t he rater, do you 
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agree that that would be the best thing t o do?---Surelye 

If the Board of Works has suppressed all fires in its territories 

except one or two of the type that occurred in 1939, and if 

it were possible to devise means of protecting the catchments 

against that type of fire, that would be worth trying to save 

the very valuable water aspect? ,could you agree so far?-- 

If the protection can be afforded without burning breaks or 

creeping fires. That should Lee the last resorts 

have 
I am not discussing the small fires, of which there :max been thousands, 

but the water catchments have been seriously damaged only 

twice, in 1926 and 1939* 	From your knowledge of t he forests 

of the State, do you e pink that the first thing to try to do 

is to put out all fires?--I have s aid t hat. 

Do you not think that is really the best s olution, instead of extensive 

burning?---I would not say "instead of"o It is the first 

thing. 

If we have to have extensive burning, the last place to burn is the 

valuable watersheds?---I agree with t hate 

Ma. GO 3NS: 7.ffay I take it that you entirely agree with the Board of 

Works policy in completely eliminating creeping fires from 

their areas?---I do not. I said in the first place "Black 

out every fire". :There the 3oard considers that further 

measures are necessary, breaks or creeping fires should be 

run through. 

Would you wait until the fire has been actually started by lightning 

or other means before you burnt at all?---In a year such a s 

this , yes. 

Speaking generally?---In certain areas, it may not be considered 

necessary. 

Mould you wait until the fire had got into the area before you would 

sanction the burning of any pare of a water catchment area?--- 

Not necessarily. 

In what circumstances would you c onsider it necessary t o burn some part 

of the area?.---If there was an extensive accumulation of 

forest growth and the seasonal c onditions were such as occurred 
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last year. If the Chief Officer suggested the additional 

precaution of creeping fires burned from a break across the 

centre of the catchment, I should say yes. 

In those circumstances, youlhink there should be some kind of authority 

to sanction burning by controlled creeping fires?---Yes, and 

after consultation with the Department concerned. 

Do you realise that inthe water catchment areas it is necessary to have 

a certain amount of undergrowth to prevent the water running off 

the surface too rapidly?---I said before that the time arrives 

when the undergrowth becomes a menace. 	The Board says that it 

puts out all fires, but I was in the Yarra watershed for two or 

three years, and I know that fires occurred in the Upper Yarra 

area. 	They do not put all their fires out, and t hey could not 

dos o. 

That would not be in the Board of Works area, would it?---Yes. They 

did not have to Day rates on it for years. 

Which Board of -"'forks area was it?---On the Upper Yarra and part of t he 

Black's Spur. 

What date are you referring to in connection with the Upper Yarra?---

1914. 

,Thereabouts in the Upper Yarra did a fire occur in 19142---On the Ben 

Cairn side; the Black's Spur was on fire® 

Alich side of the Black's Spur?---Both sides were alight. Towards 

Fernshaw and Narbethong. 

At that time, whereabouts was the fire?---It started, from memory, on 

the Narbethong side. 

How far did it get into the Board of Works territory?---It went easterly 

and southerly. 

How far was it in the Board's territory when you saw it?---It burned ten 

or twelve miles towards the Acheron. 

That fire, which came from Narbethong, was fought by the Board's men, 

was it not?---I cannot say. 
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MR. laLSO: You r sally do not know whether it was put out?--It was not 

.put out; it was too large at the time. It vas put out sub-

sequently. I went over some of t he channels ,w  ith Mr.Nolan* 

You realise fires must go into the catchments from outside. I think 

we agree well enough on t hat point. You apparently do not 

know where the fire was, but it was got out with the least 

possible d elay?---I agree with that. 

Fires will go into the Board's catchments?---Yes, and then it is the 

Board's responsibility to put them oute 

It is a fact whatever the condition of those areas fires are always put 

out in them. There is evidence of t hat, and there will be 

more evidence a bout t hat . 	 Why d o you think it is necessary 

beforehand to take on the dangerous procedure of burning other 

than fire breaks* Of course, if you ally mean the burning of 

fire breaks say so, because I will not examine you further es 

the question of fire breaks is practically common ground, or 

is it a question of broadcast burning?---I would not say it is 

a dangerous practice at all. I would qualify that stringy 

bark country may want to be fired in other parts, but not 

necessarily. 

If those areas are 70 per cent. mountain ash, that is d ifferent?--- 

Yes I  I mentioned mountain ash. 

You would not burn them at all?---Yes, I would have a stretch burnt every 

year, whatever width is considered necessary, and get rid of 

the mountain ash on that strip. 

You vroulq sacrifice that?---Yes, for the benefit of t he larger area. 

What I am trying to put to you is this, you have a practical certainty on 

one side of doing damage in t he water catchment ; but if it 

can be shown that the danger of fire is not great, and provid-

ing certain protections are taken in the vicinity of the 

forest areas, is it not reasonable on account of the big 

value of the water catchment to preserve it in its natural 

state? 	Yes. 	 I would s ay it would be reason- 
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able to have creeping fires and wide breaks. 	
I do not favour 

broadcast burning. 

When you keep reiterating "A creeping fire" you are thinking of the 

light burn on a fire break?---No, up to as much as five miles. 

Why do youthink five miles?---I say up to five miles, whatever is 

considered necessary. 	I fought a fire where stringby bark was 

carried three-quarters of a mile, and with a fire like that what 

is the use of a break five chains wide. 

THE CO; ISSIONER: Mr. Kelso, I think the witness adopted your sw:gestion, 

You are the first one to say 5 miles. 

MR. KELSO: I will withdraw it. 

THE OWNISSIONER: You gave it merely as an example, and I think the 

witness has adopted it as a real limits 

MR. KELSO: It is not an actual distanced Really what you are saying 

is that you are favourable to burning in the form of fire breaks, 

but not general burning?---That is sod 

rUe can get down to that much?---,Providing those breaks five effective 

Protection to the other land; not solely for the purpose of 

protecting the forest for the water shed, but limit the extent 

of that fire where it is burning. 

If in fact these fires are limited in extent by this process of fire 

fighting the necessity for the fire break is 'less?---You cannot 

get away from the necessity for fire breaks. 	I would also 

map the whole district out, showing mountains, the height above 

sea level and the height of the countryd The proposed Board 

than consult with you and say "We think there should be a strip 

here." 

I do not suppose you suggest they would go into our area and burn with-

out some agreement on our part?---If you people would not agree 

as a matter of policy I should say they should have the power. 

You would give them powers by enactment to overrule the authority 

responsible to the Government for the maintenance of the 
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purity of the supply?---Yes, I would give them power* I would 

not refer to the purity of the supply. 

I amreferring to it?---Any burning would not affect the purity of the 

supply. 

Not even by men being brought in?---No* 

gould there not be danger to the purity of the supply by the over-ruling 

authority bringing men in to work?---I should say that is a 

question of protection of forests* In the event of a partic-

ular season and a fire occurring with heavy rainfall and dis-

coloration of the water, it could be dealt with by a purification 

process* 

Would you go so far as to say the Metropolitan supply should be purified 

in order tp permit the over-ruling authority to burn breaks?---

No, I did not say that. 

THE COMMISSIONER: I do not think he suggested that* 

MR. =SO: I got that impression* 

THE JITNESS: That limit of five miles would not affect the purity of 

Melbourne's supply to any appreciable extent* 'de have a 

small portion which we had analysed the other day* 	It was  

given as 100 per cent. pure, even better than Melbourne* I 

want to make it quite clear; you cannot have everything your 

way $  the question of fire protection, I think, is paramount* 

Do you think the preserving of the forests as forests is more import-

ant than preserving them to get the water supply?---To this 

extent s  if you lose your forests you lose your water supply* 

THE COMMISSIONER: If the water supply is lost, what would the people in 

the City do?---If you lose your forest you would lose your water 

supply. 

MR. KELSO: I am not opposed to you, but the question is whether the 

over-ruling authority can relieve the responsible authority 

in these matters. If you give them the power to do things 
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the responsible authority does not want done, where does the 

responsible authority stand? 	Are you going to make them 

responsible for the purity and adequacy of the supply if you 

give the over-ruling authority the right to do these things?--- 

Take the case of the towns along the Murray today; they are 

responsible for the purity of supply of water, and today the 

water from thenUrray is almost undrinkable. I venture to 

say if you approached everyone of those later Trusts they 

would favour our policy -  of burning as against the total d estruct-

ion of the forests* 

But is it not a fact those towns all purify their supplies?---No, they 

do note 

Should they not?---Just the same as you should in the event of a burn-

ing* 

In the event of this emergency only, we should purify our supply?----

It is not likely the whole of the forest catchment areas would 

be burnt in the one fire* 	The purification would only be 

needed for a few days* 

I understand you to say you are going to give the over-ruling authority 

the right to enter before an emergency and to dowork in the 

watershed?---I maintain that would not affect the purity of your 

supply, and I think that could be proved beyond the shadow of a 

doubt. 

That is your opinion despite the fact the towns which do have work in 

the watershed purify the water supply?---We do not in Wodonga. 

Recently it was suggested we should, and I said we were not 

justified in spending thousands of pounds for the purification 

of the water once in ten years. 	'We do have fresh supplies 

of water for the household. 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW. 

ALRUED KELLY, Sworn and examined: 

MR. GOWANS: What is your full name?---Alrued Kelly and I carry t on 

business at 81 Cowper Street, Footscray. 

You have been Captain of the Melbourne Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade 
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for the last 12 years?---No, about ten years. 

Will you t ell the Commission how the Brigade came to be formed here?--- 

The Brigade was formed shortly after the Noojee Fires in 19260 

I think the then Governor, Lord Somers, took an interest in the 

matter. A meeting was called by the Lord Mayor and the Melbourne 

Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade was formed. 

How did you get on for equipment?--A number of citizens came to our 

assistance and showed interest in the movement. They presented 

us with equipment sufficient for about 100 or 120 men* 

How many men did you have available at that time?---For the first two 

or three years, certainly for the first two years, we had a register 

containing the names of 200 or 250 men who had signified their 

willingness, if they could get away at the time, to come along in 

the case of need. 

Were they trained in any way?---Yes, for the first three years we had a 

burn off, sometimes in the Dandenongs and other times down Frankston 

way. 	That was held with one or two of the forestry officers and 

constituted training for some of the volunteers. 

Did you have any experienced men helping you?---Yes, for the first two 

or three years we had at least 12 group leaders, men who had exper-

ienced in bush fire fighting. 

What happened to the Brigade during the next 7 or 8 years, from the point 

of view of its activities?---When we started I think there were 

36 Bush Fire Brigades in Victoria, and within about four or five 

years there were almost eight times that number* As the Brigades 

were formed in the country so it was less necessary to get help 

from the City. 	Also from experience it was found that men from 

Melbourne took at least eight to twelve hours to get to the scene 

of any fire* 	 That was the difficulty in the 
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early stages; the difficulty at that time was transport. 

We were usually called out - possibly it was just a co-

incidence - over the weekend, and it was ximmi most 

difficult to get in touch with a number of motorists who 

would come along and take two or three fire fighters to 

the scene of the fired 	That difficulty was overcome in 

recent years - the last two years - by the Tramways Board 

and Railways Department coming to our assistance and supply- 

ing buses. 

In 1933 when the Bush Fire Brigades Act came into operation was your 

Brigade registered with that Committee?---Yes, I understand 

it was. 

From 1933 onwards you had practically no calls until 1935, then you 

had another one in 1.936 and another in 1938?---Yes, 1938 and 

1939. 

Taking the last one, what part did you people have in fire fighting 

this year?---First of all the Brigade, as a Brigade has more 

or less ceased to exist for some years° 	As I said, we had 

a number of men, group leaders, and various officers; but 

owing to the fact thetwe were very rarely called upon they 

more or less faded out. Whenever, there was a call apparently 

I was the only one whom the Forests Commission, the police, or 

the Fire Brigade got in touch with, and I had to act as best 

I could with help from the wireless. It was given over the 

wireless men were to meet at our depot in Spring Street. 

Has that proved a satisfactory way of getting in touch with your men?--- 

It is satisfactory from a numbers point of view, but at times 

one did not know whether there were 15 per cent. who had ever 

seen a bush fire. 	That was a risk we had to take. 

Did you make those broadcast appeals to the population or only those 

people who were members of your Brigade? 	Just directly to 

the public, because l as I say, the Brigade ceased to exist 

years ago. 
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I have asked you about these things in order to get your view as to the 

desirability and possibility of having any form of organis-

ed support from the Metropolitan area in case of bush fires. 

ghat is your view 0,bout it?---Up to four months ago I would 

have answered that I did. not think any good purpose could 

be served by having a Bush Fire Brigade or relying on any 

help from the Metropolitan area, or from Melbourne. 	How- 

ever, after the events of January I must reconsider my 

opinion, and I now think if possible, there should be some 

number of men who could be relied on in case of necessity; 

but only to fight fires within a distance of, say, 40 miles 

from Melbourne* That was our intention when we originally 

started. 

Mould you think that organisation should take the form of a Brigade 

with volunteer members known to you?---It would be possible 

if they were called out even once a year, to get probably 

100 or 150 people who would respond to the call; but when 

two or three sears elapse without any call they are lost. 

Therefore, the only way I can suggest is to rely on men of 

vocations such as waterside workers* I had a number out 

during the bush fires and found, although probably more than 

half of them had no experience in actual bush fire fighting, 

they were men in the pink of condition and did a wonderful 

job. 	I understand that every day except Sundays they are 

at a pick-up place waiting for a job, and perhaps there are 

50 or 60 of them who are not required for jobs. I sums 

would su -,,gest them, because they are the type of men who 

would be available at a moment's notice. 	Of course, it 

would then be necessary to get a certain number of men from 

other authorities, such as the Fire Brigade, the police 

Department, arld the Railways Department, t o control and 

carry out the job with a gang of anything up to 100 volun-

teers, or men such as I suggest. 

You think that is about as far as the city can go in assisting in 
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bush fire fighting?---I cannot offer any other suggestion. 

With regard to those men, I would just like to say that 

if it was considered feasible, to have them and theywere 

obtained at that source, it would not be long before the 

question of voluntary work would have to be considered, 

because you would not expect those men to be away from 

their employment for long. 	Perhaps they will go one day, 

but they cannot afford to lose two days' pay. 

In the recent fires did you work inc onjunction with the Forests Comm-

ission in Melbourne in sending men out?---Yes, definitely. 

I waited until I heard from Mr. Carver who was our Secretary, 

because in the past the Melbourne brigade has not been wanted 

on at least 50 per cent. of the occasions asked for we had 

gone 4-0 or 50 miles because of calls coming from a post office, 

fire brigade or police department, and then found we were not 

wanted. I realised the only safe method was to rely on the 

Forests Commission, through Mr. Carver, to say whether men were 

definitely wanted at a certain place. 

Did your organisation take charge of all the volunteers, or did some go 

out under the auspices of the Forests Commission?--- ,I think I 

was practically the only one from the organisation who took 

men. 	Volunteers went in charge of men from the Forests 

Commission or some other Department. 

You had no headquarters where people could have been sent to, or any 

kind of organisation to enable some kind of systematic approach 

of the matter?---No. 

MR. BARBER: We held the business of sending volunteers into the country, 

with the assistance of experienced men like yourselves?---No, I 

will not say the whole responsibility. Usually I was got in 

touch with by the police, or by the Fire Brigades Board and I 

got in touch with the Forests Commission, that is during the 

last two or three years. 

I was talking of the first two weeks of January this year. 	You were 
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one of those Who went out in January this year?---Yes. 

And the volunteers, of whom there were a great number, all 

assembled at the Forests Commission?---Yes. 

During January the Forests Commission was the only body that 

organised the volunteers?---Yes. 

And it was a pretty big job to be taken on at short notice?---

`That is right. 

MH.3WINDON: During the past years when your Brigade had been 

called out to co-operate, you have been to many fires 

and assisted Bush Fire Brigades?---Yes. 

You were present at a meeting of the Brigades of the Central 

district in Melbourne last April?---Yes, about 12 months 

ago. 

I think a request was made by those brigades that the Melbourne 

volunteers should be reconstructed?---I understood it was 

to be carried on as we were. I wanted to disband the 

whole thing. 

A request was made that your people should be available within 

40 miles of IJSibourne?---That is right. 

have. you found the men that you have had out with you suitable 

men?---I have. 

I believe the last lost of men you took to Whittlesea turned out 

very capable men?---I did not go to Whittlesea; I took 

waterside workers to Healesville. 

Their work was spoken of very highly?---Yes. 

Do you think it would be possible to reorganise the Melbourne Brigade 

and get a register of all those men, something on the lines 

of the original brigade?---It could be done, but one would 

ask the question Is it worthwhile." It is a very big 

job to get the business and private telephone numbers of 

even 100 people, and have an organisation to get in touch 
with them in case of need. 

After the 1926 fires you had to rely on telephone communication; at 

the present time you can practically rely on broadcasting?---

No, we had it then, and could rely on it 
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If we could get a register and divide the men into units do you think 

it would be possible to resuscitate that brigade?---4b I. said 

before, at least half the calls were futile. When we got 

to the fire we were told to go home. 

On one occasion you were called out by the post mistress at Sassafras 

and the fire was out; but I understand that Brigade went on 

and did wonderful work at Montrose?---Take on instance of 

12 months ago. 	An urgent call came for 200 men to go to 

Belgrave one Sunday afternoon. I got hold of Mr. Carver and 

he said "Apparently  it is authentic; it is c:oming from the 

police." I got in touch with the Tramways Board and obtained. 

two buses and took 80 men there. I think we were there within 

three hours and when we got there the c onstable"s wife said 

"It is all over now, and you can go h ome." We wanted to see 

the constable but he was having a bath, and we were told the 

fire was allover. 

Unfortunately that was that man 's first experience?---But t hat is the 

reason I ask "Is it worth while to go to that effort of getting 

a number of men's names registered and obtaining their promise 

to come if required." 	That sort of thing happens and that is 

the end of it; they are not going to bother any more.. 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW. 

PaAiiOLD GREVE STROM: Sworn and Examined: 

MR. GOWAN& What is your full name?---Harold Greve Strom. I am. a 

Bachelor o4,- Civil Engineering of the Melbourne University, and 

am at present employed by the State Rivers & Water Supply 

Commission as Divisional Engineer for the Division of Rivers 

and Reclamation. My duties include, inter alia, investigations 

into the effect of the utilisation of land in catchment areas 

of streams and into the behaviour of those streams. I have 

for that reason made some study of the causes and effects 

of soil erosion, and was a member of the Committee appointed 
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In 1937 to investigate soil erosion in Victoria. These 

erosion studies, and my other studies, have taken me into 

most parts of the State, principally Gippsland and the 

north-east. 

In addition to that I have spent most of my life 

in country districts, and some ten years of my youth were 

spent in forest country in the Parish of Warburton. 

I understand you have- prepared a statement, which you desire to 

present as evidence, dealing with the question of bushfires 

and their control as effecting river catchments, rural water 

supplies, flooding '  and allied subjects in which my Commiss-

ion is interested, having particular regard to the soil 

erosion aspect?---Yes; my statement is as follows:- 

091IL$TATE itivEas AND WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION  

Under the supervision of the Water - cts the State 

Rivers and Water Supply Commission controls either directly 

or through local bodies - chiefly Urban Trusts - practically 

all water supplies in Victoria with the exceptions of those 

administered by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, 

the Geelong Waterworks, and Sewerage Trust and the First 

Mildura Irrigation Trust, which bodies operate separately 

under special legislation, and of a few Municipally controlled 

supplies. 

The powers and duties of the Water Commission are 

defined by the Water Act 1928. 

An outline of the history of water supply in Victoria 

and of the present stage of its development, is given in the 

pamphlet "Irrigation and 'dater Supply Development in Victoria", 

a copy of which I desire to submit as an exhibit. I would draw 

special attention to the statistics on page 36 and to the 

enclosed map 	 

	 EXHIBIT BB . ********* 	..Pamphlet. 

The Water Commission has power to purchase lands 

required in connection with the construction of State Works of 

Water Supply. 	The area of unsubmerged land held by the 
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Commission is, however, comparatively small, being mostly 

limited to marginal lands adjoining reservoirs - the 

remnants of estates resume for reservoir purposes - and 

to the lands along channels. 

The ,dater Commission is, however, interested in the 

present inquiry, not so much as an owner or controller of 

land, as from the point of view of the management and the 

protection of the catchments - the water gathering grounds 

from which is derived the water it conserves and dis-

tributes, and which include large sections of the recently 

burned areas. 

It may be pointed out that the position of the 

Water Commission differs in several respects from that of the 

Metropolitan Board of Works° 	The most important point for 

present purposes is that the Board under its relevant aisti 

Acts, generally controls the catchments from which is derived 

the water it stores and distributes. The Board can thus lay 

down and enforce its own policy in regard to the management 

and care of its catchments. The dater Commission, on the 

other hand, conserves and distributes much larger quantities 

of water than the Board, and apart from the comparatively 

small area of marginal reservoir lands held by it, derives 

its water from catchment areas controlled by various other 

Authorities - the Forests Commission, the Lands Department, 

Municipal Authorities - and from alienated land. Under the 

Lands Acts, the ,Dater Commission is consulted by the Lands 

Department in certain cases concerning applications to 

alienate public land, i.e. water frontage reserves along 

streams,Lnd other areas specifically classed as dater or 

Forest reserves. In addition, the Lands Department volun-

tarily consults the Water Commission with respect to the 

proposed alienation of public lands where it considers that 

the Commission's interests are involved, as for example in 

the Hume Reservoir Catchment° The Water Commission, however, 

ONO 
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has otherwise little or no control over the method of utilis-

ation of the lands in the catchment areas in which it is 

interested from the points of view of water supply, flood 

prevention, or general stream control. 

The question of the management of catchment lands in 

its relation to water supply soil erosion and flooding is 

a vast and complication one, whizk much of which is outside 

the scope of this enquiryo As the use or abuse of fire is 

an important factor in it, however, I desire leave to show 

that any scheme for fire control which may be evolved for 

bush areas should take into account the effect of the 

measures proposed on conditions of the catchment areas as 

regards water conservation, soil erosion and flood-liability. 

It is important, further, that consideration should 

be given, not only to the immediate effect of such measures, 

but also their future effect over a long range of years, or 

indeed for all time. 

IMPORTANCE  OF WATER SUPPLY  IN VICTORIA: 

An assured water supply is a vital factor in the 

permanent settlement and development of any country. In 

this respect the natural resources of Victoria are not 

entirely satisfactory, the distribution of rainfall and 

subsequent streamflow being irregular in both locality and 

tine. While in some of the mountainous portions of this 

state the annual rainfall reaches 70 to 80 inches, over 

many thousands of square miles it is below 15 inches, in 

the far northwest not much over 100 	The soils of these 

drier areas often possess considerable fertility, but the 

rainfall there is not sufficientito enable full use to be 

made of that fertility for purposes of production; over 

large areas, in the Malice, for instance, it is not suffici-

ent to assure an adequate supply of water throughout the 

year for domestic and stock use. 	For a large proportion 

of Victoria some articifical system of water supply is thus a 
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necessity if the land is to be used to its full capacity* 

Indeed, it may be safely said that the limiting factor in 

the development of Victoria is water supply and not land* 

From time to time works have been carried out to bring water 

from the areas of higher rainfall to those of lower rainfall, 

until now a total of some 15,000,000 acres, or more than a 

quarter of the area of the State, is artificially supplied 

with water for domestic and stock purposes, while of this 

over 2,000,000 acres can be irrigated. The total length of 

channels for irrigation and domestic and stock supply is 

about 12,000 miles. There are, in addition, over 200 

country town supplies. 

Another consideration is the irregularity of the dis-

tribution of rainfall throughout the year, and from one year 

to another. The Victorian climate has generally a mild wet 

winter and a long dry summer. 	This is especially the case 

on the slopes north of the Divide and in the more arid areas, 

where, although summer rains occasionally occur, sometimes of 

great intensity, they cannot be regarded as a normal feature 

of the climate. In consequence, most Victorian streams show 

a great variation in flow through the year, running strongly 

or even flooding in winter, and falling off in summer to a 

comparative trickle or even ceasing to flow altogether. 

This is specially applicable to streams such as the Viimmera and 

Loddon, which in their lower reaches flow through the dry areas 

where water is most needed* 

The necessity for storage is further increased by the 

variation in rainfall from year to year* While the mean 

annual rainfall for the whole of Victoria is about 2468 inches, 

in 1889 the average for the state was 32.77 inches l and in 1917, 

30.77 inches, while in 1914 it was only 14.66 inches, and in 

1938, 16628 inches. This variation in rainfall causes an even 

greater variation in streamflow. 

The average total annual flow in the Goulburn River at 
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Murchison is about 2,293,000 acre feet, in 1914 it was only 

567,000 acre feet, while in 1917 it was 6,202,000 acre feet, 

or about 11 times the minimum. 	The Coliban at Malmsbury 

Reservoir in 1916 delivered 123,360 acre feet, in 1938 only 

4,460 or about one-twenty-eigth of the maximum,' The total 

Campaspe flow for 1938 was a little over U. of the averaged 

In consequence, in planning storages it is desirable t o 

provide capacity, not only from winter to summer, but, as 

far as economically possible, from wet years to dry onesw 

In addition t o the works for distribution of water, 

therefore, extensive works of storage have been provided, 

principally during the last thirty years. The totalwater 

storage capacity of the reservoirs of Victoria (including 

this State's share of Hume Reservoir) is now some 1,903,450 

acre feet, or 500,000 million gallonso The value of these 

storages to the State is incalculable in a drought such as 

the present one, which is very likely the most severe in the 

history of white settlement in Victoria. Although, for 

instance the flow in the River Murray in Jingellic, above Hume 

Resetwoir, was for 1938 only 683,000 acre feet, little more 

than one third of the average, and actually less than in the 

previous low record of the 1914 drought, the water carried 

forward in Hume from the previous year has made possible the 

satisfying of practically the whole of the irrigation needs 

of the Murray Valley, whereas in 1914 irrigation was seriously 

curtailed, with disastrous results, and the Murray in its 

lower reaches actually stopped running. Although the Goulburn 

for December and January last was the lowest it has been since 

gaugings were commenced in 1882, it has been possible, thanks 

to Eildon Weir, to maintain at least a restricted supply to 

the important irrigation districts dependent on it as well 

as supplementing the supply af to the Malleew 	On the 

other hand, many streams which in ordinary summers maintain 
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at least some flow, and on which there is no storage, were 

in February 1939 bone dry, and in consequence large numbers 

of landholders suffered loss, while several towns, such as 

Benalla, were put lc to serious inconvenience* 

It may be mentioned incidentally that for nearly all 

the rivers for which regular gaugings are obtained, the 

record of flow for the month of December 1938 was the lowest 

since gaugings were commenced, a period of over 50 years in 

some cases. 	This indicates an abnormally dry condition of 

the hill areas, which may help to account for the severity of 

the bushfires this years 

The economic importance of these country water supplies 

to the State may be gauged from the fact that some £25,000,000 

have been invested in them. 	In one industry alone, that 

of canned, dried, and citrus fruits, the value of production 

for 19367 was £3,500,000 practically the whole of which came 

from irrigation districts* 	AS this represented only about 

one-ninth of the total area irrigated, it will be seen, even 

allowing for the relatively 2 greater value per acre of the fruit 

crop compared with pastures )  etc., that the total production made 

possible by irrigation is an important part of the State's in- 

come. 	In addition, tgx there must be reckoned the value of 

production from areas, such as the Mallee )  where agriculture 

would be precarious or impossible without artificial domestic 

and stock supply* Most of the development depends on stored 

water. immix It is therefore vital to the welfare of the State 

that the capacity of the storages should be maintained as fares 

possible. To do this, the catchments of the reservoirs must be 

maintained in suitable condition. 

An area of land )  which has of itself a relatively low 

value for direct production may have a much greater value through 

the production it renders possible by its function as a water 

catchment. 
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jis a case in point, the Victorian portion of the catch-

ment of the Hume Weir has a population, according to the 

Municipal Directory, of barely 10,000 (or some *persons 

to the square mile); or adding say 5,000 for the smaller 

New South Wales portion, 15,000 altogether at most for the 

whole catchment(' The Directory gives the population of 

Mildura City alone as 7,250, while the Shire of Mildura 

contains over 18,000 persons, most of whom are dependent 

on the regulated flow of Murray .later, directly for irrig-

ation, or indirectly for domestic and stock supply. This 

does not take into account Swan Hill, Cohuna, Kerang and 

numerous other important irrigation settlements along the 

Murray in Victoria, as well as in New South Wales and South 

„Australia° 	Taking population as a rough index of pro- 

duction in rural communities, it is obvious that the pro-

duction made possible by the Murray River, and safeguarded 

by Hume Weir, is much more important to the State than that 

of the Hume catchment area° 

By far the most important catchment areas of 

Victoria are the high rainfall areas, which generally coincide 

with the mountainous portions of the State. Though partly 

alienated, these are mostly still covered with forest growth 

of greater or less density, and are therefore liable to be 

affected by bush fires. 

I have here a map of Victoria on which are indicated 

the catchments of the main reservoirs and works in which this 

State is directly interested with respect to the supply of 

water for irrigation districts, domestic and stock districts, 

and country kx towns, It may be seen that these catchments 

lie mostly along the mountainous areas of North-eastern and 

Central Victoria, with smaller catchments in the Grampians 

and the Otways. 

The map also shows the approximate location of the areas 
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burnt in recent months, and their relation to the catch-

meats. 

Besides these, there are numerous other river catch-

ments without storage but of considerable importance from 

other points of view, such as flooding; e.g. that of the 

Latrobe river, and that of the Bunyip-Tarago, which affects 

the Kooweerup area. 	The drought of the last two years 

has caused a wide demand for further storage. 

I may point out that in the case of the catchments 

of stresmq draining into the Murray River, we in Victoria 

are the custodians, not only of our own interests, but of 

those of New South Wales, South Australia, and the Common- 

wealth. 

DANGERS  OF EROSION IN CATCHMENTS;  

The chief enemy of any water storage is siltation; 

material derived from the erosion of the lands forming the 

catchment which drains into the reservoir is carried by 

streams and deposited in the still water of the storage. 

Even if the catchment is maintained in its natural con-

dition, this process will ultimately lead to the filling 

of the reservoir with silt, and the destruction of its 

value as a swage. 	If, however, erosion in the catch- 

ment is artificially increased by injudicious human action, 

the process of siltation is correspondingly accelerated and 

the destruction of the storage hastened. 

Except for a few special cases the clearing of silt from 

reservoirs is practically impossible. 	Even using the 

cheapest methods of earthwork the cost would be mant times 

that of building a new reservoir. 	Another difficulty is 

that good sites for dams or weirs are comparatively rare. 

In Victoria the best sites on many streams have already 
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been used, so that when the present reservoirs silt up 

it will be necessary to build new ones on sites not so 

good and hence more expensive. 	It is highly important, 

therefore, that the silting up of the present storages of 

Victoria should be delayed as long as possible, and, to 

that end, that erosion in the catchments of these 

storages should be reduced to a minimums 

The care of other stream catchments is, however, 

hardly less important, 	Neglect of this has already led 

to serious consequences in different parts of Victorian 

Siltation due to excessive erosion fills the deeper sect- 

ions of a stream bed which under natural conditions remained 

as pools after the streams had stopped running, and thus 

provided natural water storage in drought times This 

process is already well advanced on many Victorian streams, 

esgo those near Eilroa, and has in the present drought been 

a source of serious loss and inconvenience to many land-

holders along them* 	An increase in the proportion of 

rainfall which runs directly off after a rain, also, meant 

diminished streamflow later, or none at all 

Apart from the water supply aspect, this siltation 

of streams has other important economic consequences. 

Rxigxiss, Bridges are endangered through reduced waterway; 

roads are blocked or damaged; and valuable riverflats are 

rendered less fertile by heavy deposits of barren sand or 

clays 	Conditions which make a catchment liable to erosion 

also usually increase the speed with which storm water runs 

off it, and so increase the height in floods° This increased 

liability to flooding is aggravated by the reduction of the 

capacity of streams in their lower reaches by the deposit of 

silt in their beds° 	Even recreational facilities, such 	as 

for fishing and swimming, are lessened by siltation 

These facts furnish additional reasons why in plann- 

ing the utilisation of the lands in a catchment the minimisa-

tion of erosion should always be borne in mind as a most 

important considerations  
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CAUSE  AND PREVENTION  OF EROSION IN CATCHMENTS: 

The best defence of land against erosion, apart from 

the cohesion and inertia of the soil, is an adequately thick 

and continuous covering of growing vegetation. Any factor 

which removes or reduces this covering, even temporarily, 

renders land more liable to erosion. 

To explain this action, it is desirable to review 

briefly what becomes of rain falling on sloping land. 

If the slope is thickly covered with vegetation, the 

rain drops strike this instead of the ground. Portion of 

the rainfall clings to the leaves and branches of the plants; 

the remainder passes down to the ground, with greatly diminished 

force, and spread over a greater interval of time. This pro-

tective and delaying action is greater, naturally, in jungle 

than in grassland. 	This water which reaches the ground sur- 

face passes into the ground to an extent governed by the absorp-

tive power of the soil, which varies according to circumstances. 

Porous sandy soils, for example, naturally absorb water more 

rapidly than tight clays, and ground covered with forest or even 

pasture is generally more open and therefore absorptive than 

bare soil. 	If this action continues long enough to soak the 

soil and subsoil, any further absorbed water passes downwards 

into the rocks below. 	There it accumulates in the rock pores 

and fissures, to emerge later lower down as springs. This under-

ground natural storage is of great importance, as it helps to 

maintain streamflow sometimes even long after the rain ceases. 

When rain water reaches the ground at a greater rate 

than it can be absorbed, the surplus begins to run off, at a rate 

depending on the steepness of the slope, the amount of obstructions, 

and the quantity flowing. 

On a hillside covered with forest litter or thick grass, 
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the flowing water meets a series of obstructions, and hence 

moves downhill slowly in a thin sheet or film. This has 

the double effect of retaining the water longer in contact 

with the soil, thus giving it more time to soak in, and of 

reducing its velocity of flow, and so lessening its power 

to shift the soil. 

Where a hillside is bared by burning or otherwise, 

however, the bare soil receives the full impact of the rain-

drops, which have sufficient force to loosen the finer soil 

particles, so that the rainwater becomes muddy. /la portion 

of this muddy water sinks into the soil, it takes with it 

these fine particles and deposits them, thus choking the pores 

of the ground and reducing its absorptive capacity for future 

rains. 	As the whole of therain reaches the ground without 

being delayed by vegetation, the absorption limit is reached 

earlier and runoff commences sooner and usually in greater 

volume. 	Having much less obstruction to its flow, this 

runoff water flows down the bare hillside (astern than it would 

down a covered one, and thus has much more power to shift soil. 

It may be mentioned that doubling the velocity of flow of water 

gives it power to transport particles about 64 times as large. 

This effect is increased by the concentration of the flow in 

small streams, which cut more rapidly into the soil than a wide 

thin sheet of water would. 

It is the Luc rapid immediate surface runoff which 

tends to cause soil erosion and flooding. 	The water retained 

in the soil promotes plantgrowth, maintaining the cover, while 

that sinking to the rooks maintains streamflow. It is usually 

advantageous for a stream to have as even a flow as possible. 

Streams with flashy flows - i.e. high floodpeaks after rain, 

rapidly falling off and followed by *Ix long periods of low or 

or no flow - tend to be both dangerous as regards flooding and 
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of little use for water supply. In general, therefore, 

the greater the portion of rainfall absorbed and the less 

the direct runoff the better* This is one great advantage 

of a thick vegetable cover* 	Another is that the roots 

of the plant bind the soil )  thus resisting the attempt of 

the runoff water to cut the soil away* 

The effect of rapid runoff from a bare slope after 

a heavy rain is, however, not confined to that rain alone. 

The runoff water carries with it some of the topsoil es-

pecially the more fertile elements which, being finer, are 

more easily moved. 	This leaves the slope less fertile 

than before, less likely to grow vegetative cover and hence 

more liable to erode. This effect is aggravated by the 

lessened amount of water retained for plantgrowth* 	Poorer 

plant growth means less rootbinding* 	Each succeeding rain 

on a bare slope thus increases the tendency to bareness and 

this again to further erosion, it is a vicious circle* 

In the case of flat land, erosion by direct rainfall 

is not as a rule serious. 	Usually )  however, most of the 

catchment area of a stream consists of sloping land )  which is 

liable to attack by flowing water to a varying extent accord- 

ing to the degree of slope, the texture and character of the 
and intensity 

soil, and theclimate, especially the amount of/rainfall. 

Under natural conditions, these sloping lands must have been 

protected by vegetation to such a degree that, while steady 

removal of soil took place, the creation of other soil to 

replace it by rock weathering and plant decay kept pace with 

this removal* 	The best proof of this is the very existence 

of soil on the slopes* 

White settlement, however, has led to many alter-

ations in the natural cover. 	While in some areas this has 

caused little trouble, in others - including parts of the 

catchments draining into some of our most important reservoirs 
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-much runoff, vegative cover may re-establish itssa.f without 

marked erosion. 	If, however, a heavy foal occurs soon after a 

fire, when the surface is still bare, severe erosion may occur. 

The more frequent the file, the greater the risk of such 

a downpour occurin.g while t e gxound is bare, end hence the 

greater the risk of permanent loss of topsoil an d thus of 

fertility, a  as we.L.1 as of siltation in the streams, 	From 

t.-.e erosion prevention point of view, therefore, a large fire 

every twenty or thirty years is almost less objectionable 

than a. smaller fire over the same area each year, 

It is fortunate that the rains that have occurred 

since the January fires, though of considerable total amount, 

fell gently and at such a rate that the ground could absorb 

most of the water as it fe,Li. 	A check of t he. storage increase 

in :Eildon and Gienmaggie reservoirs after the heavy rains at 

the end of February iast shows that on each catchment only 

about .m5 per cent. of t he rainfall ran off, 	Even so, 

evidence is not lacking that erosion occtIrred. 	An interesting 

case is that of gullying in the steep hills near :food's Point, 

where, as can be seen from the road cuttings, patches of 

country consist of a foot or two of soil and subsoil bound 

by roots, over a deep layer of rotten shalet rock. 	The rush 

of water in the steep valleys out through the tight upper 

layer, and scoured out hug quantities of the _Lower rubbishy 

layer, piling the debris on the roads and in the streams, 

apar t fro) u hi s there w as e ct en sive soil:We. sh. 	I saw the 

streams at Noojee recently after an inch of rain and they were 

running black as ink, 	Though less spectacular, further 

evidence of erosion may be seen by a carefu.r inspection 

of any burnt slope, especially in the areas where the fore7 t 

is naturailt poorer, a s on the clayey SO LLS derived frimix3hcxx 

from the Silurian sha.Les and sa.ndstoned. 	I have here 

for -example., fi ye soil samples, taken on the 9th inst, 
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The first three are from a scope of about 1 in 8, near 

Starvation. Creek, on the Warburton oods Point Road, 	The 

first sample was taken fivm a heap of soil which had lodged 

in a stump-hole, and had obviously been laid down by flowing 

water, 	Similar SOLl heaps had lodged against logs, etc, 	The di 

second was taken from the slope nearby, and was intended to 

represent as nearly as possible an average sample of t he undis- 

turbed soil of the slope, 	The third is a sample from Cdle 

of numerous 'patched on the slope, and appears to be verging 

on 6ubsoiJ.„ 	There was no growth visible on these patches, 

although scattered bracken a foot or so high was already 

growing on soil of the second type. 	The fourth 6amp.ot) 

repra sent s SOLi lodged against t he main road at Gaffney s 

Creek, where a steep gully crossed it, 	The fifth is an 

average sample of the hiA.islope a few chains above. 	This, 

like the second and third samples, had to be out out with a 

knife, whereas the others were simply picked up with the fingers, 

The difference of the first and fourth samples from the 

others indicates what might be termed a sorting action on the 

Part of the stormwater. 

Serious sheet erosion and incipient gullying are 

noticabie on some areas of granite country in the Dunyip River 

was 
catchment, where erosion/already a serious problem in view 

of the Koo-wee-rup l food Protection District below. 

The immediate effect cf burning bush or forest 

country varies from ishm one locality to another, depending on 

the types of' natural vegetation, the character of z 	 the 

aspect of the slope, and the characteristics of the rainfall, 

In some localitikes a fire is rapidly followed by a dense 

growth of scrub, especially wattle and bracken, 	Especially 

in the southern districts, the more frequently the area has 

been burned, or the poorer the soil, the greater proportion 

og bracken, this is clearly visible on the areas recently 
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BURNT 	This growth of scrub may in favourab..Le areas persist, 

perhaps increasingly, for severa.t. fires. 	I regard it 66 

-
prooao.s.etra t most timbered areas were originally more or 

seas open oetween the trees, tnere being J.itt.Le undergrowth. 

For examp.i.e, from my own memory of the mountain ash areas 

beyind Warburton, which goes back near.Ly forty years, the 

undergrowth has definite.Ly increased, and this is confirmed 

by enquiry from older inhabitants. 

This in.itia.. thick growth of scrub is satisfactory 

from the erosion - ereventioia point of view, out reduces t he 

grazing value of t he area and increases the fire risk, If 

reguiar burning is persisted in, however, especia.eLy if to,ccomptm 

following 
anied by/heavy mina and consequent erosion, the ground cover 

deteriorates and the tendency is for the soli to become more 

and more bare between the trees, with consquent rapid increases 

erosion 4 . For various rea.sons this action operates more 

quickly in some districts than in others, the north eastern 

areas, in genera.i., show much more erosion than the more 

resistant country around, say 1Nareurton. 	The ef'f'ect of 

regular burning 	however, a)-most invariably be the same 

in the long run, 

EXFERIai CE OF OTHIal COUNRTIES: 

The prob..em of soil. erosion following fires is not 

by any means confined to Victoria, 	In the United States of 

America, for instance, erosion -.oases have reached almost 

astronomical figures, and as a result of public awakening 

to the danger a speciaA, Soil. Conservation service has been 

formed under tre Department of Agricui..ture, a.nd miA.lions of 

do.Liars have already been spent on systematic and scientific 

investigation and on preventive measures, That fire is con-

sidered an important factor in causing erosion is shown by 

the fu.dowing extract from "Headwaters ControJ. and Use", 
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published by that Service:..- 

"Protection against fire is a eractica.,Iy universal. 

requisite in forest mamagemente Fire - even a sight fire -

reduces the ground litter and ps.ant understory and may mater-

ially accelerate erosion and surface runoff e*W*44,40t ••••• e 

Destruction of the cover and humus reduces the ability of the 

land to absorb and 	d a considersb.Le quantity of water for 

evaporation, percolation, or transpiration. Serious accelerat - 

ion of washing, gullying, and silting ordinarily follow,.„ 

"Forest fires in an old-growth pine-hardwood forest in 

the southern Appalachians increased surface runoff on an average 

by ten timed over that of unburned foreetd of the dame type, 

and 86 much as 32 timed in individual torms ©  

Tn the Sierra pine region a 50,year reoord dhow, that 

surface runoff from repeatedly burned plots was from 3.1. to 463 

timed that from comparabA.e unburned plotd, 	The yearly erosion 

from the burned p.Lotd wasp to 239 timed that from the unburned; 

and from nSoiA. Conservation - , published by the U,S,Deoartment of 

Agriculture:-- 

"Our farm woodsands are frequentA.y burned, either accident. 

ally or intentionally under various barbaric theories arising 

fro!: our forefathers i dtruggle;,, to establish tillage in a wilder-, 

 nese, Fire works in deveral ways to reduce the effectiveness 

of woodland in conserving soil and moisture. 	The so-ca.Lled 

"harmless" ground fires, intended to "clean up the woodd", to 

"kill boil weevils" or to accomplish other legendary objectives, 

are especially damaging to the essential mantle of litter and 

humus, A single severe fire or repeated .Light burnings 

consume this organic material, decimate beneficial doll fauna, 

and materially increase runoff and erosion. 51mbr SoLlowerosion 
station 

experiment/results indicate Wet annual. burning of woodland 

increased runoff from Xx J.0 to 30 timed aid bola, 4.0b8 from 

A.,- to 300 timed, 	Fire debtroys the deed and seedlings 

on which woodland renewa.a. depends, 	When severe, it 
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destroys mature trees, but in farm sooesands tnis is usuasiy 

seas of a factor than its unholy asliance with fungi. Rot- , 

 causing organisms enter the trees through basal fire scars 

and re duce or destroy the crop vasue of the affected trees", 

To take en exampse nearer home, whis.e on a visit to 

New Zealand sast year to invrstigate on behalf o f the 

Victorian Government methods of river oontros, I took every 

opportunity to male enquiries from the heads of Government 

Departments aid other persons throughout the Dominion as to 

the erosion position there, 	I found that -*cis, erosion is a 

vitas and growing problem in New Zeasand s  Though various 

Authorities had spent missions of pounds in works for prevent•• 

ion of flooding and other river contros, their efforts were 

greatly hampered or sometimes even nussified by the growth of 

deposits of shing.i.e and debris in the river beds from eroding 

catchment areas, 	Overgrazing and excessive burning are two 

of the most important factors blamed for this erosion s  As in 

Victoria, the two appear to be sargely connected, a frequent 

practice being to burn off to obtain fresh feed next ,season, 

I unaereta.nd that the Forests Department in New Zeasand has 

csosed to grazing many forest areas in catchments and mountain 

country, while the Lands Depa rtment, in co-operation, is 

resuming where possibse wands in catchment areas and handing 

them over to the Forests Department, 

The frequent use of fire on private sands in the 

steeper areas of New Zeasand has a A.so led to widespread damage, 

The Department of Scientific and Industries Research deass 

with this question in its Busletin No,62, nand Deterioration 

in tie Heavier Rainfasi Districts of New Zeasand, I may 

quote from tne summary of that busletin:•••• 

-. Over most of the hist country the fertility is fasiing 
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and the produce - shee y, woos, and Batt se - has been savishiy 

subsidized by the sand itsesf o " 

- The chief cause of hisl country deterioration is sots 

erosion. LOSSeb of ferti..ity due to leaching and to remove. 

of producers are smasi in comparison with the losses from 

erosion. 

':The constant use of fire to contros orub and fern growth 

is the greatest single factor aiding soia. erosion. 

"Much hiss Jend in ..ess than fifty year has passed from 

forest through grass to sorub and some to bare rock." 

Victorian conditions, whil.e not exactsy simisat to 

those of the countries mentioned, are d u ff 1 3. en t y so to make 

the warning of Vitas interest to us. In feet, in some ways 

the socas conditions appear to be more conducive to erosion 

than those in the States. 

CAUSES AND OCCURRENCES OF FIRES:  

VUhiie the recent fires have been spectacular 

enough to attract genera,. pubsic attention, a great aeas of 

burning, whether by accident or design, takes °setae in the 

hiss areas asmoErt every year, not only in tne 	c a a ci 

safe, " periods, out in the danger months as west. 	I have 

made numerous journies through the hills of Gippai.and and 

in the Northeast of sate years, and on nearly every occasion, 

except in the winter months, have seen the smoke of fires 

in the timbered areas of the bisis, or have come o n patches 

recentsy burnt or where a fire is sti.si burning. 	This was 

so even this summer, one of the driest and most dangerous 

in Victoria's history'. I counted up to a dozen fires in one 

trip asone, some not many mises from where severe fires 

occurred in January. Two restable observers, who made trips 

through the remote areas near the source of tithe Murray last 

summer, one about Christmas time, have told me that numerous 
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fire* were burning ttere then, th e smoke being so thick that 

it was hard to get any view from the mountains * 	The .Loca.Lity 

ax extent of the areas so burnt may vary from year to year 

but in the aggregate they probably exceed the area swept by 

the recent fires, and a.emost certainly represent a greater 

erosion risk, This is the more so as the area* which are 

easiest to burn are often those which, to use k technica.i. term, 

have the greatest "erosion potentiaa.", or t he greatest 

to erode, as for instance the dAer and poorer forest* of the 

Northeast„ 

Most of these fire* appear to burn fbr a whi.,e over 

a J.imited area, ueualiy of timbered Crown .,ands, and then to 

die doom or to be extinguished by rain *  In a summer such as SMI 

this however, they represent a serious threat to settJ.ed areas 

and forests, and, under conditions such as obtained on the 4.0tb 

and ..3th January, a deadly menace, Even some time after a 

fire is apparent.Ly out, one is apt to find near the edge of 

it a log or stump smouidering quietly, ready to be fanned to 

a bJ.aze by the next strong wind, 

I am informed that a fire occurred on the Prince I s 

Highway near Beeiabird between Orbost and Cann River ear4r in 

February this year, and that on March _nd, about one month 

.Later, S cira iogd and stumps were stiii smouldering* 	Rain 

in the meantime totaled about five inches, *  

I may *ay here that I hay e never ceased to wonder 

at the casua.J. attitude of many country dwe.Liers I have met 

to the existence of these ordinary summer fires * 	If h 

fire blown by a strong unfavourabJ.e wind threatens the settled 

areas, the .i.ocaA. inhabitants turn out and fight it, usually 

with energy a rri efficiency. 	If, however, it is burning 

quietJ.y away in the timbered areas, the usua.6 attitude 

appears to be that 	wiJ.1 burn itseAS out, 

The idea of checkin6. every fire whine in that quiet stage, 
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and so avoiding the risk of a strong wind making it an 

uncontrosiabse menace, does not appear to have much currency 

in 'bre bush areas, An interesting sidesight on the attitude 

towards fires is t hat of the phrase so often used by .coca.. 

correspondents to newspapers, 	report that a fire threatened 

someone ts grass paddock but has been turned back by a change 

of wind into Crown sands -there it is burning without doing 

any harm 

The cause of these fires is not asways easy to determine„ 

In some cases they are probably due to campers,. I am afraid 

that may Austrasians treat fire far too sughtly„ In my on 

experience, I have seen 6evera.‘ hundred acres in Gipps..and 

burnt owing to a spark flying from a billy boising fire sit 

among dry grass on a hot north wino summer day, I have known 

a sifesong country resident sight a camp fire in bush country algal: 

against a dry ..og, which promptly cau/ghtali t and he appeared 

mildsy amused when I put it out with water, 	I have seen a . 

fire started by an endeavour tomburn a log off a road; and I 

have on many occasions come across a camp fire abandoned but 

stisl smou1.dering e  

Other fires, again, on the edge of settsed areas, may 

have been sit by sett. ers 	°sear up their paddocks or the 

bush adjacent. 	Iiightning probably accounts for some, asthough 

it cannot account for many (tilers °  

Many fires, however, appear in some areas remote from 

any road or track where campers are siabse to be, for instance, 

high up on spurs, ridges, or even mountain tops. It is hard 

to judge the exact location of such fires, but these areas 

are usuasiy Crown J.andb o 	It is difficult to escape the 

cono.Lusion that these have been sit by graziers, either 

the sessees of the areas, or esse poachers, who desire to 

"ocean up the bush, to use t hat rather ambiguous phrase, 

or to obtain fresh grazing next spring,. 	It may be argued that 

graziers would bot sight fires till Autumn, so as not to 
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destroy the existing grass. 	This may be so in many oases,. 

but it may be pointed out that over large areas, of t 

there is now more scrub than grass, probably owing to forMer 

fires, and that anyone desiring to destroy by burning the 

scrub on such an area would naturally °hose the period in 

which he was most itkely to obtain a thorough and uninterrupted 

burn, 

I he gathered, from numerous conversation;, that there 

are severe., dohoois of thouit among graziers on this question 

of burning timbered country, Many are firmly convinced that 

it is absoiuteiy necessary to burn the bushirequentiy, if not 

each year, Their principal. arguemtn is that it is neeessary 

to destroy what th3 y the 1°rubbish (which is apparently 

scrub or forest litter or both.) to avoid big fires. 	Their 

second argument is t hat it is necessary to burn to get teed for 

nest year, The adherents of this school often maintain that 

burning does the bush good y  and tend to be indignant at the 

imposition of any restrictions on their burning operationso 

It is probable that .some of t hem obey the reguiations. 	1 

consider it a.Lso probably that others C/0 not. 	It is difficuut 

to police fire reguiaticns in the more remote timbered areas, 

and in every district there appears to be one or more men 

with 'bre reputation or being -fire-Dugs", 

_Another school recognises that burning has caused 

scrub end gum suckers to grow in country where former.Ly there 

was good grass be 	the trees, and agrees that it was a 

pity that burning was ever started, 	They maintain, however, 

that now that the timbered areas have got into their present 

condition, it is necessary to keep on burning them to keep 

the scrub down, 	A third school does not be..ieve in burning 

at a..i, 
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In the auriferous areas, fires may aiso be dUe to 

prospectors burning to c.t.ear the s,.ope doe "J.oaming". 

NEED FOR  INVESTIGATION OF USE OF CATCHMENT AREAS: 

I am ofthe opinion that thereisi need for some 

systematic investigation into the effect oft he utilisation 

of pub,.ic and private ,.ands in the catchment areas with 

reference to -ucn questions as sot/ erosion and f.Looding *  

Tnis investigation should cover sucn questions as the re.Lative 

value to the State of each industry, the methods used oy each 

industry, and the effect of its operations on the catchments, 

taking into account not only present conditions, but cooking 

weA.l into the future *  

The resiuts of this investigation wound furnish useful. 

guidance to the various authorities concerned in framing a 

co-ordinated po,.icy for the reduction of sot,. erosion, of risks 

of fires, and floods, and of genera,. depreciation of the 

catchments, both as producing areas and of their va.Lue as 

water catchments, It would also be useful in framing any 

aegisiation which may be found necessary to des., witn the 

utilisation of private land in catchment areas, 

Take, for instance, the vexed question of grazing in 

forests and Crown ,.ands, with particglar respect to catchment 

areas, 	On the one hand, it is urged by some that grazing 

on putpii0 lands in the mountAinous AMISS ur timbered areas 

should be prohibited a-together, on account of its detrimenta.6 

effect on the forests and catchments, 	On the other hand, it 

is urged by others that hill grazing is a most important 

industry, and tne cessation of it wound be a disaster to the 

aState. 

Here careful. discrimination is necessary. 	The 111,-1 

grazing industry undoubted.Ly has a va.i.ue, though the exact 

extent is difficult at first sight to determine *  My 

impression is that judged by the standards of the amount of 
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popu..ation supported by the industry or z he direct return in 

revenue to the State rrom renta.Ls, etc., the industry is not 

as important as it is sometime. made out to he It probab.Ly 

has, however, indirect nationa.6 value. 	On the other haw, 

it is c.L.ear that certain 1. ovel.and areas are suffering from the 

erosion of .the 	4.ands in which graziers operate. 	In the 

pubic interest, the hill grazing industry bhoua.a not be 

allowed to continue if it cannot do do without causing to 

other interests danage which is greater than its own va.Lue. 

The present and future importance of these catchment 

areas to the State generally is so great that we cannot afford 

to take any risk of sacrificing the genera. we.s.fare to merely 

.Local interests. 	Over most of Victoria the prosperity of the 

.Lowlands is very wi Jargely bound up with the wise managepent 

of the high.Lands. 	The catchment areas Must the refore be 

managed with a full sense of responsibility as regards their 

importance to the low.Lands, and with a fu.1.1 rea.Azation of t he 

necessity for conserving water supply and minimising erosion 

and flood risk. 

may say that in discussing burning of burn country 

with numerous country dweAaers and graziers, I have usually 

raised the question of 80 LI. erosion, and have found that very 

few of them have given it much thouEpt. An interesting 

sidelight on this question is that it is in the settled area 

in and adj ► ining grazing districts - e.g. at Mansfield arc 

Omeo that much of the worst water erosion in the State is 

to be found. If the grazing community cannot recognise 

erosion on their own properties, or do not think it worth while 

to check it, it appears reasonab.ke to assume that they would 

not bother about it on pub.Lic lands of which they have a 

temporary tenure. 	I beJ.ieve t herefore, that it would de 

dangerous in the pub.Lic interest to a-low graziers to 

control the catchment areas of the State unchecked, or to 
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contro. those area in the interests of graziers a..one, 

be.ieve that the most satisfactory so.ution of the 

prob.em is that grazing of se.ected portions of the catchments 

should continue, such as for instance the High ij  J. a in to but 

contro.led se that its most objectionab.e features ate removed, 

To this end, for instance, I favour the agiatment system for 

grazing on pub.ie .ands rather than the system of Leasing 

to individua...a or companies large areas at oomparative.Ly 

renta...s, 

The same need for control. applies, of course, to 

'ember getting *  mining, and a.± other industries carried on 

in the catchment areas, 	It must be recognised that a..t. 

pubic ..ands are a State assets, and sbou.d be put to whatever 

use is of t he most benefit to the State over a series of 

years, and that their ezpsoitation ...houid not be .•egarded 

as the gerogative of any one sectionk the community, 

I recognise that this has imp.ioations going beyond 

the immediate question of bushfires, 	I maintain, however, 

that no so±ution of the fire question satisfactory in the 

broadest nationa. sense will be obtained untiJ. the whole 

question of .and and catchment utilitisation is reviewed and 

put on a ..hund basis, 

As .n immediate step, I recommend that the proposed 

Soi. Erosion Committee or some simiiar body be constituted 

so that it may fu..±y investigate the question of catchment 

area uti....1Zisation and advise what steps shou±d be taken 

for its regulation in the public interest, 
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IMPROVEILUTT  OF PRESENT POSITION;  

Pending the Suggested genera.6 investigation, measures 

should be taken to J.essen the fire risk. 	These w 1.4.1 probably 

De (wait with more fu.1.1.y by other witnesses, 	I deatre, 

however, to offer the following cox:rents, 

	

It wi.u. never be possible to prevent bush fires. 	If 

more are prevented, however, and t he spread of those which 

occur is more rapidly checked, the i.oas from uncontro.s.lab.a.e 

fires wiA.1 be greatly .i.easen.ed, 

I may say here that, having made inspections of various 

portions of the burnt areas, and interviewed various eye-

witnesses of the fires which occurred during the week of Sth to 

14th of January Last, I am unab.Le to suggest any feasib.Le means 

by which fires once alight cou.t.d be contrusled under conditions 

such as then obtained, 	Eye.witneases in various districts 

agree that the fires on the .0th and 4.3th had features rarely 

or never seen to the same extent in other fires a the extreme.Ly 

rapid advance, whien deceived even experienced buahmen, the 

a.i.most simultaneous ignition of .large areas, eapecia.ay of 

slopes facing the advance of the fire, and the existence of 

ca.ouds of gas frying before the fire and bursting suddenly into 

fame with a.tmost explosive force, The J.ast phenomenon may 

esail.y account for the other two. 

There are, however, .large areas of timbered ..ana in 

Victoria which were not burnt during that bad week, even though 

atmospheric conditions therein on the terriba.e days of t he ±0th 

and -.3th must hay e been near,Ly if not quite as bad as in the burnt E 

areas, 	It is fair to assume, therefore, that the outbreak of 

fire under these conditions was not inevitab.t.e and uthat had them 

not been fires a4.ready burning in the boon before t he bad week 

came on, it might have gassed off with much .k.ess .a.oas, 	As Similar 

conditions may occur in future summers, I consider that one ...ebson 

at- .east is obvious, that every fire ±n the summer montna, 
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however small it is, bhou d be regarded as a potentia.I. enemy, 

to be suppressed as .goon as possible, 

ivteasures to ...essen the fire risk may be c.Lassed under 

five headings: 

(1) Reduction of the number of fires. 

(4) Measures to prevent risk of spreading of possible 
fires. 

(3) Extinction or control of any unauthorised fire in 
the ear.i.y.  stages, 

(4) Combatting fires which have reached dangerous 
dimension:" 

(5) Measured to ...essen risk of _Loss of Ale when fired 
get out of hand °  

Fires may be due to natursl caused, as ..ightning ur 

to human agency, The natura.. one can hard.Ly be prevented; 

they can only be watched for, and dea.i.t with as they arise, 

Those due to human agency are caused accidentally or 

de.Liberatei.y, 	Of the former, a few may be due to inadvertence, 

e,g 0 , phosphorous baits, backfiring of motor vehic.i.es , etc„. 

Iviost, however, are due to eare.odsness, 	Here the on.t.y 

remedied I can sugge are intense pub.Lie education into the 

danger of fires and their cost to the 6enera.. taxpayer as we...a. 

as to the Immediate victims; supervision of campers, etc, by 

fire rangers, paid of honorary; and 'prosecutions in a.a. bad 

case., 

Deliberate.Ly ...it fired may be tentative.Ly c.i.assed as 

avoidab.i.e and unavoidable, 	To reduce the number of 

c1.1.1berate fires, wherever possibJ.e the incentive to Light 

them shou.l.d be removed, 	As an example, as stated earlier, 

I favour the agistment system fur grazing of pub.t.ic lands 

rather than the J.eadehold system; a-.AD t he impounding or 

confiteation of all unauthorised catt...e found on pub.Lic .Lands, 
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The present distribution of population increases 

fire risk. In former years there appears to have been less 

discrimination in the alienation of land. Sett.,ers were 

allowed or encouraged tu establish themselves singly or in 

small groups in areas more suitab.Le for forest than for 

settJ.ement, Many have .Long since gone; but some Anger on 

in anaJ.J., unprosperous•J.00king holdings surrounded by 

timbered areas, 	These settlers andL he forests constitute a 

mutua.. danger, and during big fires the safety of these 

settlers is a consideration which complicates the task of 

firefighters, If these holdings were resumed, the genera, 

fire problem would be simpAfied„ 

I am prepared to agree that there may be occasions 

when the use of fire is necessary and J.egitmate, e.g. in the 

original clearing of private ..ands, the burning of safety 

areas to restrict the spread of fires or to safeguard towns, 

the aLeaning up of .J.oging debris, etc.. 	On the other hand, 

an exampJ.e of an unnecessary fire is one .;.it on public land 

fca,  t he purpose of private gain, 

Necessary fires shou.0 be controA.Led and regulated and 

unnecessary fires discouraged or eliminated. To this end, I 

would favour more systematic and unified contro.L of fire 

questions. 	Some pu J.ic bodies, e.g. the Board of Works ald 

the Forest Commission, have aJ.ready made efforst in that 

direction. 	The care taken by these may, however, be nuu.lified 

by the neglect or negligence of d;hers, It is important that 

the whose of the State should be covered by some unified 

system, 	Fire contro.L should be planned as carefuJ.ly as the 

defence of the country against an outside invader, 

The final determination of the form of any organisation 

to give effect to such a system would need more careful 

consideration than I have been ab.Le to giVe Mulls the question, 

It is probable that oonference and discussion would be 
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necessary between the various interests invosved, followed 

by; the necessary segissation s  My present opinion, however, 

is that I would favour one centres suthority to coordinate 

fire control activities, with soca.I. committees, do•operating 

or identicas with the Bush Fire Brigades. These oormittees 

shousd Prepare plans for fire control, in their i°,,-six,=etAcre 

areas, and submit them to the centres authority for approva— s. 

To avoid too narrow or sectionaa. view on the part oft he J.oea.i. 

committees, there shou.i.d be one or more representatives of t he 

centres authority on each committee; say the soca.A. Forest 

Officer and Grown rands Bailiff s  

Loess brigades ...hou.J.d be subsidised thro%h the 

central, authority as regards equipment, etc. )  ou tof funds 

provided by Government grant or any special, taxation, The 

question of payment or a retainer to brigade members shousd 

be considered, 	This shousci be per annum, not per fire s  

.sandhosders shous.b be individuassy and fu.s..Ly informed 

of their rights, duties aria restrictions as regards burning 

off, 	Assistance should if necessary be made avaisabse to 

than to control. burning off onerations. 

With regard to safety measures, 	These would include 

such things as the provision of more exit facilities; the 

removes of timer which might fast and book roads and the 

provision of dugouts *  These are m tters on which the soca., 

could be asked to advise s  

With regard to dugouts, I have inspected some 

of t hose which were oocupied during the fires, 	I consider 

dugouts can be made reasonab.Ly safe s 	I wousa suggest; 

(a.) that dugouts be preferably tunnel`, not cut and cover; 

(4) that dugout construction shouse be done by an experienced 

miner; (3) that the dugout should face on to cleared sand, 

away from any house, m1.4.1, or infsammabse debris; (4) that 
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the entrance to the dugout snouid be down steps, or that a 

bank of earth be erected a few feet in front of t he doer; 

(5) that dugouts be made in the form of an "lc or "T", having 

a cross ga...Lery at the inner end; (6) that if possible a 

separate exit be provided, with provision for tightly c.Losing 

if' necessary; (7) tria t if poesib.Le water be _Laid on to the 

dugout, oy buriedpipe;, and provision made fbr spray at the 

door, 

I understand that several witnesses have advocated 

a po.Licy of genera., burning through the forests and timbered 

area of t he State regu.tarly every few years. 

I have given this matter much consideration *  With 

respect to the effect of such a policy on the forest; as 

timber producing areas, I speak as a layman in matters of 

forest our..ture, though a  as one who has a.aways been interested 

in forests, and has taken the opportunity to inspect and 

discuss them in various parts of Victoria and e.t.sevvhere„ 

Speaking thus, I do not be..1eve that in the .Long run the 

effect of such a po.Licy can be anything but harmfu.i. to any 

forest as a permanent producer of sound timber *  

It is from the point of view of water supply, erosion 

prevention, and flood controa„, however, that I consider 

that this po.0.0y wou.k.d be most objectionabJ.e, 	I have 

endeavoured to show how frequent burning—over of s..oping 

.Land depreciates t he vegetative cover and increases erosion, 

si.i.tation, and flood risk. 	If burning were confined to 1-.A.at 

areas, such as the terrace country in the costa.,. areas or 

Gii.)ps4.and, no great harm might ensue. 	The regular burning 

of s.i.oping country, however, is e very different matter, 	I 

beJ.ieve t hat extensive burning practised for many year past 

in various hi.i areas of Victoria has very a.,arge.Ly oontributsise 

to the deterioration of t ne vegetative cover on these areas 

and t o the resultant increase in erosion, siltation, and 

flooding. 	I be.Lieve, further, that the adoption of reguA,ar 
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burning of a...1 timbered areas as a constant policy wound 

inevitably increase this action, with ultimate disastrous 

reeuits, not only to the sowsands, but to the stress 

themsesves i  

The reason generasiy given for the proposes to burn 

timbered areas reguiarsy is that it is necessary to do so to 

csean up the forest fsuor and so avoid the risk of big fires. 

A second reason which I du not think has been stressed so 

much in evidence at this enquiry, but which has often been 

mentioned to me in conversation with graziers even as sate as 

three weeks ago, is that it is necessary to burn to get feed s  

As far as public sands go, I consider that the ratter 

motive may be dismissed forthwith in considering the advisabi.se, 

 ity of burning. From the nationas point of view, I am 

convinced that the loss by catcnirent deterioration far outweighs 

any temporary gain in feed vaiue, especiasiy when that gain 

is for private profit. 	For that matter I oesieve that sooner 

or sater the burning for feed of private sands in catchments 

w1.61 have to be stopped, not only in the interests of the 

catchment, but ustimatesy 	the interests of the sandhoider 

himse ^.f.  

The psea of increase in sarety warrants further 

consideration, From my inspections and enquiries in the 

recently burnt areas, however, I believe t hat under the 

conditions of the sOtn and s3zn January the polic y of regusar 

burning would not have had much effect on the spread of the fires 

which occurred then. 	I have been s hown areas which I was 

assured had already been burnt over before the big fires, 

and yet were burnt again to what souked as bad a. state as 

the rest *  Again, the fire swept through areas or poor timber, 

as parts or the country between Auerfesdie and Washassa 

where ttB ground between. he trees must have been almost 

bare, judging by the unburnt patches which were sheltered 
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from the fire by their souther.Ly d.t.ope „ 	Even paddocks 

&most bare of geese' showed where the fire had swept across 

them, 

In the case of a _Less vio.i.ent fire, it is possible 

that regular burning might Hessen th e tendency for the fire 

to spread. 	I regard t his, however, as by no means a..ways 

certain, 	In fact, I beJ.ieve that a .&ight fire may under s ome 

conditions ..eave an area for some time afterwards in a state more 

favourable to the passage of a .Large fire. 

Mention has been made of . contro.4.1.ed -  genera.. burning * 

 I believe, however, that the contro.k., in the true sense, of 

such fires, especia_uy in the more rugged or thickly forested 

mountain arras wou.t.d be too gp difficu.L.t and expensive a 

matter to be gr &ctica .6 

One great diffieuxty i s the c.Limate. 	If at the right 

tune every year there was a spe...k. of favourable weather which 

could be re.i.ied on to mast for severa4. weeks, burning uff 

wou.Ld be great.iny simp.Lified, 	Weather conditions in Victoria, 

however, change with notorious rapidity * 	Conditions one 

day may appear quite safe for burning; a day or sG ..ater 

they may have become high!.y dangerous, making it extremely 

difficult to contro.s. the extensive fires which would be 

necessary to cover the required area; esPeoia4-Ly so in say 

the high rainfa..1 mountain ash areas, where the period when 

burning is both possib.i.e and anywhere near safe is in any 

case short. 

Summing up, I am strongly opposed t o the -po.i.i.cy of 

regu.La• general burning of timbered areas, and regard it as 

a counsea. of despair, 	I beJ.ieve that it is possib.Le to 

devise methods whereby the same degree of safety may be 

obtained as by the adoption of gene ram burning, without the 

expense of t hat method and without its grave ultimate 

consequences *  
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In genera,. ;  any burning in a catchment is undesirable 

from the water supply point of view. Where it is deemed to 

be necessary for apecia. reasons, it ahould be reduced to FA 

minimum, and ahou.I.d be restricted as stringent.Ly as oossib.Le 

to areas chosen for their low erosion potentia..., consistent 

with Suitability with regard to fire control strategy. 

UELL,ISATION OF  LAND  IN CATCHMENTS: 

From the point of view of water conservation, and 

of f.Lood contro.., the idea., is that any catchment should be 

.1.eft in its natura.i, tate, and kept entirely free from any 

human occupation or use. 

The State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, however, 

conserves and aistributes water aupp.Lies from catchments 

which together cover so large an area tilt t the complete 

rea..Lisation of this idea., for a.1.1 its catchments is economica4.1y 

impracticable. 	In fact, coneiderab.Le areas in various catch. 

merit s  had a.i.ready been alienated from the Crown before any 

.Large works for artificial conservation and supply of water 

were undertaken, 

The Water Commission is forced, therefore, to accept 

this position, and to modify the idea.te to a greater or J.eas 

extent depending on the circumstances of each catchment. 

The catchment of the Otway Waterworks District, for 

example, is a stra.I.1 one, and used excJ.usively for town supply. 

Here the Commission bes.leves tha t the exc.i.usion idea L shoos d 

be approached as near.i.y as possible, in order to maintain purity 

as weJ.i as adequate supply. 

Teh catchments of Hume and Eildon Reservoirs, on the 

other hand, cover severa.L thousands of square mia.es, and the 

water from these storages is re.Leased into rivers which receive 

contributions from numerous other streams flowing through 

a.aenated country. 	In such cases, the Comnission agrees that 

it is not reasonab.Le to expect complete exclusion of human 
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activities from the catchments„ 	It adopts the attitude 

ti-a t in such cases the lands in the catchment areas may oe 

uti.t.ised for production A the maximum extent compatible 

with the preservation of the areas in a suitab.Le condition 

to fulfiJ. their functions as catchments, 

The Commission stresses, however, that in view of the 

imoortance of water supply to the State, such preservation 

show.d take precedence over other considerations, and a.b.t. 

uzi.Lisation of the catchment areas shou.i.d be p..anned and 

controAled with that object in view, 

Summing up; 

( 	The artificia4. conservation and supply of water p.A.ays a 

very large part in the economic life of the State. 

The higher rainfaa.l or mountain areas of t he state form 

tit catchments fromwhich this water is derived; 

(3) These catchments have usua.Liy an importance as supp.t.iers 

of water very much greater than for their own direct production. 

(4) Whi.i.e industries may be carried on in some .a.arge catche* 

meats, they shou.i.d not be a .siowed to intefere with the 

value of the catchments as suppliers of water, 

(5) Erosion in catchment areas causes diltetiCri or s treams 

and reservoirs, and increase in flooding. 

(6) SUCt2 erosion has a_Lready in parts reached serious 

dimensions . 

(7) Fire is one of the principaj. causes of erosion, 	The 

more frequent the fire, the greater the erosion risrc e  

(8) Any fire in catchment, if unavoidable, should be 

regarded as an unavoidable 

(9) As far as possible, the incentive to light fires shcu.s.o 

be removed, 

(J.0) All fire oontrsol, aid firefilpting activitie should be 

co-ordinated by some centraa. authority, bupp.I.emented 
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by s.oca., committees, 

(.6.1) Any fires not approved shou.l.d oe treated as yozentia._ 

enemy and promptly extinguished, 

(J..) Regu.sar genera., burning of timbered areas is harmful 

and dange rou 0, and sn o u .1A be st rongly opposed. 

(J.3) A body shouJ.a oe appointed to investigate carefu.o.y 

use of .,ands in catcnment areas, mo as to advise as to the 

best management in the pubAie interest." 

cG® iC et. sr.. G. CCM CO 	 MD a 0. 

This evidence is necessarily highly generguised because it 

is very difficu.Lt to gather in a brief space the questions 

which arise uut of IL, he utiiitation of the hi,ta
,  which vary 

so much, and where the inhabitants vary, One point I 

shou.Ld 	t o make s.Lear at this stage is that in my 

statement I refer to tie casua^ attitude of many country 

dwe.A.iers I have met to the existence of t hese ordinary 

summer f ire., 	I wish to make it mi.ear for Mr. Swindon's 

benefit I am not reflecting on the Bush Fire Brigade. I have 

attended Bush Fire Brigade Conferences, and have been very 

struck with the keeness of t he members. 	I was referring 

genera.A.4 to what we might ca.L1 "average country dwe.i.J.ers - , 

THE C OMMISIONER: I think we have encountered t hat spirit ourse.i.ves. 

I think we would have understood what you meant, 

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT. 
OWL 	 caatfta, a a ear ate 
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UPON RrLSUMING AT z.3O Y.M. 

M.R. GOWANb;0: On page b of your statement, you refer to a map of Victoria 

on which various area axe indicated. Have you that map avails* 

-abley.0—Yes„ I des cribe it as a map showing t ha major 

cat chment areas in which t he Ste to is intere szed from the 

point of view of water supply, with the exception ofthe 

catchments in which the Metropolitan Board of Works and 

Geelong and Ballarat authorities are interested for city supply, 

EXHIBIT CCoeoteeeoeceootscoee6teo.EXHIBIT 0Coolos.e.00sMaP Of Victoria. 

The areas in a:Pim d Irk ree d on the ma-: ax e not intended to suggest areas 

under the contro.„ or your body or any other body, but are 

merely areas that can be properly described as catchment areas?-- 

..--,Tnat is so, 

On page b3, you refer to five soi,. samples taken on the 9th of March 
will 

Do you produce t hose eamp,..es, and/you refer them to 

His Honour vvitn. your explanation oftnem 

sample west atien from a heap of materia.. which had been. 

washed into a stump hole, apparent.Ly recently, 	As you can 

see, it appears to have a .urge per cent age of charcoa..„ 

IN() I, 
samp.i.e vvas taken from the slope a few yards away and 

id the average soil of the ..,,.ope„ 	There is very .Litt tee, if 

any, charcoal in it. 	It appears 	t the cnarcoa. on that 

area after the fires has been washed off it 	11-04,3 

represents sol.s, taken from a paten alongside No.4,, but it is 

apparent,.y of poorer qua.Lity verging more on the sub-soi.t.„ 

No„4 was., aken from a heap of materia.k. which had been washed 

down alongside the Wood's Point•Ajaamie son Road near Gal' May S 

Greek, 	It is somewhat simi.Lar in genera characte• to No.1. 

No.5 samp.Le was obtained from the ape to few chains above 

the area from which No.4 wa Laken i, 	The sample s were 

taken after t he fires, and after a 5 inch to 7 inch rainfa,J.„ 
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The purpose of obtaining the sampses was to show that on those 

ssooes the rain had had a itind of washing and sorting effect,. 

No, - sampse had been washed down the 5.a.ope and deposited in 

the stump hoses, or against sags and as1 over tha psace, 

The sois heaped up in that way probably onsy represented 

fraction of the totes., bois.cs on Us 	because where there 

was no obstruction that sois would go down into t he streams, 

thence into the rivers, which would hesp to account for t he 

discolouration of t he streams after heavy rains, 

On page /.0 of your 6. -catement, you state that you gathered there were 

severs... schooss of thought among graziers on the question of 

burning timbered country. 	Some are convinced that it is 

absolutesy necessary to cairn tY bush frequentsy. 	Others 

recognise tta t burning in the past has caused gum suckers and 

scrub to grow where formerly there was good feed, They 

maintain that in areas that have got into that condition, it 

is necessary to keep on burning to keep down the scrub, 

A third schoos of thought does not besieve in burning st 6.61 0 

 Do you „se any partiousar virtue in any of t hose schools of 

thought?-•-•?From a water supply point of view, I am incsined 

to favour the thrid school, and as a genera. thing I would 

definitesy favour the third achoos. 4 	That brings up the 

question of whether or not burning is advisable in a 

catchment area 

'You have dealt with that in a sater part of your tit a t e.n. en t ?-- - Ye b 

On page 44* you say you believe that the most satisfactory bu Lu t ion 

of t hr problem is t hat grazing of sesected portion of the 

catchment .housd continue, alai) as on the high psalms, but 

controssed so that its most objectionable featured are 

removed. 	First of asi, what do you regard as the moat 

objectionable features of the system of geazing and, 

secondly, how do you suggest they can be removed?•-,From 

a fire point of view, the thndency to which I object moat 

is In e repeated burning of areas held by graziers, 
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believe that that repeated burning 	u.i.timate.Ly grave.Ly 

deteriorate the country which is burnt, not only from the 

point of view as a water catchment, but eLso from the 

productive capacity of t he area itself, 

How co you suggest that feature can be removed while you are sti.A.1 

a..A.owing grazing on the high id .1. a in a? - I go on to gay that I 

favour the agistment system for grazing on publics lands, 

rather than the system of .easing to individuals or companies *  

That is the only suggestion you make about it?---That is my principa.. 

suggestion so far as the f ire question goes, The reason for 

that is if you j.ease a man an area without restricying the 

number of stook he can put on it, if he is there on s short 

term lease, his natural tendency is to exploit that area while 

he is on it, He is not concerned with whst is going to 

happen to it 50 or .a.00 year hence, 	Natura.i.ly s he aesires 	to 

make what profit he can from that area, Therefore, the 

more stock he can put on whi.i.e he had it, the better it suits 

him. 	On the other hand, if he is on.A.y su.lowed to place tt 

certain number of stock on that area and cannot put any more 

on it, he has not the incentive to burn the area or otherwise 

interfere with it, with a view to increasing the amount of 

feea, I may say that from wh at at study I have made of t he 

question of grazing I be4eve the graziers' main point in 

burning is the production of feed and not that of safety *  

On page 6, you say, '1Iam prepared to agree that there may be occasions 

when the use of fire is necessary and ..egitimate i e 	You 

set out certain cases where you think that would apPA.Y, 

You then proceed t o suggest some form of unified contro.,0 

Your present opinion is expressed as being in favour of one 

centre.", authority to co-ordinate fire control activities 

with An oar, committees cooperating or identica.i. with the 

bush fire brigades. Without testing that too far, do you 
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think if you had some syst em such as that that the actua... 

app.s.ication oft he system of fire contro.i. might Possibly 

run athwart to the principles set out in yotr statement, 

namely, that it may ,read L. o greater erosion or to water systems 

being affected with impurities, and so on 	If you are going 

to have some kind of central organization, and the steps that 

that organization suggests are to be put into operation by 

J.ocal bodies, do not you think that possibly in those 

circumstances you might get the very thing you axe trying to 

avoid•s•—.That is why I fee.6 that 0 0 EU. bodies or ioca.. 

committees shouud be under the controa. of a centre_ authority, 

alEo0MlaSSIONER: How would you constitute that centra.i. euthority 

That is a point on which I do not fee., qua...ified to give a 

cA.ear or detailed statement, because I feed. that to do so 

I would have to give it much more consideration, I would 

have to consust the various interests concerned, the existing 

authorities, to find out what are their powers and responsibi.t.- 

ities, and generally to go into the matter much more deeply 

than I have been ab.i.e to, 

I fee- the same way as you de, 	The suggestion appears to be one thwart 

with great difficulty, to get the suitable authority 

constituted in such a way that it would work instead or 

stalemating itself a- a. tie time, 	Where you get severa.A. 

interests, you have confAct, in spite of the happy hopes of 

some people on the subject?- --I fee.. that the more conference 

and discussion there is between the various interests the 

greater hope you have of arriving at the compromise which wou.g1 

be a ccepteLue to everybody. 

That is not the end exact.L.y, is it? 	That is not the way to stop bush fires, 

to have 	the departments in a happy Qtate of 

There are various methods for stopping bush fires and 

each has virtues, from one point of view or another, but 

961 of which appear to tread on somebody's toes, 
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I besieve there must be some system, if it could be evolved, 

which would provide the greatest good for t he greatest 

number. 	I find it very difficult to bet out such a system  

definitely. 

You he, e not got that ass to yourself. 	I am not saying it would be 

done in my report, but assuming it might be done, now is the 

timw to discuss itY---The point I had most in mind was, you 

have on the part of certain bodies an attempt to control 

fires a  The Board of Works ahs its firefighting organization, 

and t he Forests Commission has its organization for that pur-

pose, asthough„ covering a vast a rea, it naturasly has 

more difficulty with regard t o finance, 	I besieve the 

bush fire brigades have done excesient work and Where they 

operate in firefighting, the fire question has been greatly 

minimised, There still remains a sarge area in Victoria 

where there does not appear to be any systematic measure taken 

to prevent fires. 	I want to see some general system a splied 

to bring them into amine with areas. 

MR. GOWANo; Does that mean that the ustimate of your scheme as 

suggested in your statement in genera sines is t hat it shasl 

not apply to areas which are Eve present controssed by water 

authorities, nor to areas which are at present within the 

excsusive oontros of t he Forests Commission, but only to such 

areas as are outside t he contras of authorities of t bat 

kind•---Tentatively, yes, asthough I believe that if there 

were some contras body which could confer and discuss on 

such points, it might be possible to persuade each of those 

authorities to modify its practice. 	They might find it 

advisabse to modify their practices. 

Has there been attempt in the pa st to try to persuade them to modify 

their practices?---I am not prepared to say that. 

I suppose you are aware that there has been a body of criticism 

sevesled at both of those authorities, since 19e],6, asthough 
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it may be it is an uninformed body of criticism, Do you 

know whether there has been any .suggestion on the part or 

either of those authorities to modify the policies that they 

have adopted and put into practice in the past?..--I cannot day. 

Have you any hope that they wi.L.L. do do in,,the future]---I presume those 

bodies are governed by reasonabJ.y intelligent men, and if 

they fai.s. to see the necessity for alteration of t heir policies, 

they would not be wi.,..ting to adopt an alteration. 

That 00GS not get us very far. You heard a witness suggest this 

morning that there ..hou.i.d be some such authority as this. 

He was preepared to mace the areas at present under the contro.t. 

of the Board of Works and the Forests Coranission under the 

contro.i. of an authority such as is suggested. 	Would you go 

that far, or do you be.i.ong to the other school of thought 

that ..,aybp -Leave them a.A.cne, they are sacrosanct"?----I 

belong to the .1.atter school, because I dee the difficulty, in 

that those bodied are responsib.Le to Par.s.iament for their 

various operationa o  They have been composed by Par.Liament 

to carry out certain wont, and they have that responsibility. 

To that end t hey adopt methods whit h they think fit. 	If 

their methods are going to be a.t.tered compu.i.sorily by some 

outside body, then I be.Lieve t hey are justified in taking up 

the attitude that their redponsibility goes by the board. 

To that extent, it is a choice between maintaining their authority and 

responsibility in their own areas and ..eaving them to adopt 

such fire protection methods as they think fit, and putting 

somebody else in to take control. oft heir areas do far as fire 

protection is concerned. 	There is no ha..f-way house?---I 

cannot think of any at present, 

On page 	of your statement, you refer to the fact that as you 

understand it, devera.i. witnessed have advocated a policy 

of general burning through the forest,., and timbered areas 
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of the State reguiarly every few years, May I take it you 

mean by "genera,. burning", indiscriminate burning"--.•How 

do you mean - indiscriminate"? 

Not discriminating between any pa rticular areas, but burning wherever 

it 	pbssibie to burn. 	Is that what you are referring to?---- 

Do you mean as reagrds the whose of the timber areas, or one 

particular area Yill4ant 

I wish you to define t he term "genereJ. burning" as you have used it in 

that paragraph?---I abou.La aay genera.I burning would be more or 

less comp.t.ete burning over the who.Le are a 0 	Supposing there 

was an area of timbere d land surrounded by sett.i.ement no 

matter how J. a rg e the area of timbered land • by genera.6 

burning I take that to mean a oo.Licy or burning the whose 

of that timbered sand over every few years *  

Now you know there are other witnes::es who have eschewed that po.Licy 

a.i.together and have said, "No, we are not in favour of 

genera.,. burning in the sense of burning over the whole of the 

area, but we are in favour of regular systematic burning 

of particu.Lar areas which can be regarded as being of use 

from the point of view of fire protection" 0  Do you think 

that comes more into .Line witn your ideas - pat on burning, 

strip burning, burning a.6ong the ridges, and in ii.t.aced where 

it is most desirab.i.e to burn from the point of view of fire 

i.orotection, but short of burning the who.Le areaY-5--That ire 

to say, there wour.d be a portion of the area never burnt, 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 1683.) 
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W0113 you favour some scheme sike that, provided it was carefusly and 

intessigentsy carried out with the approves of the authorities 

concerned in those areas?---.I consider any burning in 

catchment areas is an evil, but it may be advantageous to 

set aside certain areas and sacrifice them for general burning, 

I should say that burning in these areas wou.Ld be unavoidable, 

There might be some cases in which it would be necessary to burn, even 

in catchment areas?---YeaA, 

Quite apart from the question of emergency?---In the case of emergency, 

burning may have W be done which is not advisable as a 

regusar thing, but in burning such as you have mentioned, auch 

as patch and strip burning, that should be planned ahead and 

done in a controsled fashion under the best conditions. 

That shousd be part of a general plan of fire contros. 

At the bottom of page ',A, you say "Mention has been made of controsled" 

general burning. 	I besieve, however, that the contros, in 

the true sense, of web fires, especially in the more rugged 

and thickly forested mountain areas would be too difficu..t 

and expensive a matter to be practices", When you referred to 

"controsiec genera., burning", you were not referring to the 

type of burning we were just discussing?--A*No, not strip End 

paten burning, or whatever name you cass it; that is repeated 

controssed burning of specially sesected areas, with a view 

to fire protection. That would be easier to control than 

general burning, because you wousd sesect an area, or areas 

having that aspect in view, but the broadcast burning of serge 

areas would take up so much time, with ao much risk owing 

to variation in conditions, that an army of men would be 

needed to control suoh wotk, 

Do the same remarks apply to the second paragraph on page 30, wherein 

you state 	-Summing up, I am strongly opposed to the 

posicy of regular general burning of timbered areas, and 

regard it as a counses of de—pair. 	I believe that it is 

possible to devise methods whereby the dame degree of 
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safety may ue obtained as by the adoption of generaa burning, 

without the expense of t hat method, and wi thou t its grave 

ultimate consequences", 	Once again, in using t he term 

"genera burning", you are not referring to systematic strip 

or paten ourning previoualy discussed?---Yaaallo, I was 

referring to generaa burning there. In speaking of these 

methods, I had in mind the adoption of a certain amount of 

strap al d patch burning to be used where considered necessary 

for fire control purposes, but tobe reduced to a minimum s  

Going back to page a9 of your statement, yea state a "From my inspections 

and enquiries in the recently burnt areas, however, I believe 

that under the condition ore he aOth and a3th of January, 

the policy of regular burning wouad not have had muon effect 

on the spread of a he fired which occurred then, 	I have been 

eeown areas which I was assured had aaready been burnt over 

before the big fires, and yet were burnt again to what ..coked 

as bad a atate as t h rest,' 	Can you teal us whether these anti 

areas pointed out to yea had been burnt in the apring or in the 

autumn':--_What I had most in mind was that the ..eaves had 

ueen burnt in the spring or a aittae before, 

We had pointed out to ue various paacee where areas had been burnt in 

the previous autumn - that is, ,..aces which were not burnt 

by the recent fires in January a although the same thing 

did not a aply to the January f Ire 0 41 	Do you think it is 

poasibae t hat areas burnt an z be autumn would escape fires in tra 

aPringYa-ait is possible, but it would depend on the intensity 

of a he fires, as weal as the wine, and other oandiaiona. 

Some 2Egli I saw at Taneil were right in the centre of t be 

fire; other treas were burnt by fires working quieaay acroaa 

or against the wind, end these areas were not burnt in t he 

main on the a3th of January, 

In the course of your experience, have you over seen areas areviouaay 

burnt in the autumn burnt out again in the following summer`?---- 
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I may have , but I ao not recollect any such case 	present, 

MR. GOITAIS: (To the Comnttssioner): I understand, sir, tha the erosion 

report is tA J. so referred to in the statement put in my MV,Strom, 

and, therefore, I put in this report as an exhibit, 

..........EXHIBIT 	 EXHIBIT `DD` ; 	Erosion Report. 

MR, BARBER: Referring to contm....i.ed burning, is this the position I. that 

any sort of controlled burning in Practice must be strip 

burning or patch burning, and that you cannot control general 

burning at 	When I day "in practice's, I mean that such 

a method would involve a large number of men, quite apart from 

the question b.a to whether it is desirable for other reason:.(---.6 

Undoubtedit contro...led strip and patch burning wou.i.ci  be very 

much better than contro.Lied general burning. 

l'erhaps that is so. 	At the foot of page A. of your stat ement, you ;lay 

"From the erosion prevention point of view, therefore, a _Large 

fire every twenty or thirty years is simost certainly lees 

objectionabi.e than a dma....1.er fire over the dame area each year  • 

Wou.t.d not the same reasoning and the same consiusion be arrived 

at, taking sore period rather less than twenty or thrity year., 

as you have done here, 	In fact, we have these large fires a 

good deal  more often than every twenty or thirty yeard, Can you 

put a _Limit on the 	 should say more frequent fires 

reauit in more chances of rain fa...ling on bare ground, which id 

the moat immediate cause of erosion °  

So t hat t he Lame princip.Le would apply no matter what perriod separated 

the big fires, provoded t hat these big fires come .L,eds frequently 

than every two or three years - in fact, the big fires come 

every six or seven yeard„ apparently, andt hey 	e 	Bette, 

 from an erosion point of view than fires every yearY---Yed. 

A very hot fire would cause a greater cleaning oft he slopes than 4 

a :,mow fire, but the GLOW fire would bti 	 the ground 

bare, or e...se there w ould be not mum use lighting it, 	A s.i.ow 

fire, on the other hand, would not burn away so much of the larger 

undergrowth, hence it does not _Leave the ....,opes so bare, 
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On the other hand, there is a curious effect e•& certain periods, 

in that, ift he fire is ndt too intense, the .Leavee fast and 

cover the ground very rapidly, producing an erosion cover In 

a few weeks, 

Thatweuld not apply in the case of slow, deJAberate burning ---Not to 

the same extent. 	Genera.i.ly  -peaking, Iwould say every 

eight or nine year would be the average. 

Yes, I wanted you to say whether you were prepared to reduce the period 

to something more mike that obtained under actual conditions. 

Now, on page en. of your statement, you refer to the need for 

investigation of the use of catchment areas. Do you think 

some general scheme of iand ciassification shou.i.a be a 

fundamental basis of nationan. conservation of water and other 

national, reeourcee Y-.--That is what I was driving at, 	Take 

the question of fire control. axone, it is greatly complicaten 

by the present system of _Land utilisation and distribution lax 

of poptuation, and I am convinced tila there is need for some 

systematic investigation such as I have outJ.ined, to decide, 

firstly, what the effect will be of further deveiopment, and 

second.6y, what steps, if any, should lee taxen to aster the 

existing utillsation of ..and, dith a view to facilitating fire 

control., erosion control., and ..o forth 	Ifn.though this 

may appear to be a ref.Lection on the ;ands Department and 

Vhe Forests Department, the Lands Department being the 

authority in charge of an.1 Crown J.ands, and being natura.Lly 

concerned in the present and possible future use of this 

iand, and whether it should be asienated and so forth, I 

desire to make it quite cJ6ear that I bea.ieve that t he 

Lands Department manages these lands with intelligenoe and 

with a view to obtaining the best results from a nationa., 

point of view, so far as its information goes, and as tar as 

it can go under genera. governmental. po..ioy, but .I believe 
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an investigation such as that suggested would be of value to 

the Lands Department in dewing with .Land questions generally *  

Inesuding the question of fire protection:'--Yes. As a side.Light on the 

question of forests genera.‘ly, I consider that forests can 

only be grown to the best effect in certain areas, and it may 

be necessary to treat these areas as reserved of forests, and 

then build the rest of tie economy of the hi..1 areas around them4 

 That is a matter I can only indicate; 	I cannot dogmatise 

at present * 	It is a matter requiring further investigation, 

in order that further light sha.61 be thrown on it *  

On page 22, you refer to gyazing and t he action. of some graziers. Are 

you sufficiently familiar with the grazing industry to be able 

to say whether the grazing of the High Plains is of more 

economic value than the grazing of the foothiJ.Is and 

That is s point on which I cannot speak. 

It is a facto is it not, that erosion is more intensive on the .,mopes than 

on the high plains?---Genera4.1y speaking, yes, but every area 

varies according to different factors. 

And the s.Lopee oft he foothills seeding up to the high p.Lains would be 

more siable to erosion?---Yes, but it would depend on the 

geological character and various other factors relating to such A, 

Aeand *  

Jo you think it would be good economics to remove the grazing from the 

foot 	and thereby minimise the fire risk and the risk 

of erosion!---I think I covered that by saying that the 

grazing of eed.ected portions of the catchment areas should 

continur, such as, for instance, at the High Pains. 

Some authority is needed to investigate the whole question 

of grazing and of erosion *  If it could be shown that 

grazing was causing erosion, and that grazing could not be 

carried on without continuing to cause erosion, then areas 

affected should be c.Losed to grazing. 	Where it can be 

shown that grazing is carried on without erosion, or 
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that, with an a.Lteration in method, it oan be carried on without 

erosion, then by all means, let grazing oontinue. 

You w iii go this far, you wi.g.1 yay that, from your experience, grazing 

i mess .1.1kely to be harmful, from an erosion point of view, on 

the high plains than on the lower levea.sy--o-I believe that is oe, f1  

On page ,A, you rerer to the fact t hat fires were aa.ready burning in the 

bush prior to the bad week. We have heard that stated frequent.4, 

but I am not aware of any very direct evidence about that. Do 

you know, from your own know.‘edge t  that any fires were, in fact, 

in existence prior to Januaryo---I have seen the smoke of 

various fires. 

In this yeary•—Yeo. 

In 'Wm t part of the country?- ,-Genera.Lly from the north-east. That is a 

.Large area from Mansfie.i.d to the source of the River Murray, 

I have seen so many fires and so often, that I have given u z., 

 taking ra rticui.ar note of any one fire. I have noted fires with 

a view of investigating them .Later, but I encountered so may 

more fires, that I fina.,..Ly gave it up. 

Your experience is t hat fires have been burning in that part of the country 

at any rate in the ear.a.y summer•.---Yes, 

MR. KELSO: questions have been put to you, Mr. Strom, distinguishing the 

term you used Toontro.L.Led genera. burning' and .strip burning -

and "patch burning". What is your menta.a. picture of strip 

burning and patch burning when you say you are more or .sess in 

favour of that and not in favour of contro.I.J.ed genera.. burning. 

There is apparent.uy some difference in your mind. What is there 

particuLarly in your mind as to the e.•.ement of controa, in 

genera burning 	 genera.i. burning, I take to mean 

that fires are otarted in .4.arge timbered areas and burnt right 

thmugh them, and are prevented from breaking away to areas 

where the setters do not desire that they shoula g4.). 	Strip 

burning or patch burning, I take tobe the se.s.ection of 
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certain defined areas which are burnt unders uon conditions 

as to make them more dare. I am not altogether in favour 

of just burning fire break. o  I wound prefer the t, where 

break is to be estabiished, the scrub or vegetation shouid be 

out and ru.iowed to dry for a few weeks, and t hen burnt, while 

the it of the forest is still. in a comparativeiy wet conditiono 

Is that your conception of strip and patch burning in a generaa. sensey---• 

I consider it better, when burning off ereas, to have h e scrub 

cut first, 	I recognise that that means a conside•aibe 

expense, and that it may not be finacnia.ly feasible to treat 

a.1 fire breaks in that manner,, 	There would need to be 

treatment according to the ioca.ity, 	You wouJ.d have to 

restrict your cutting operations to narrow break,, and use 

them as controa. breaks to bum across the _Larger oreakt.4, 

If you do not do something of that sort, strip burning *  when the weather 

becomes dangerous, might resuit in uncontros.i.ed burningi-

There is a.ways a difficuity in lighting fires in the busn. 

You may _Light s fire under idea. conditions, and before the 

fire is through, the weather conditions may change so much 

that the fire may become very dangerous t, 

In regard to strip burning, youw ou.o require a number of men to be present 

aJ.3 the time s--Preferable, yes. 

Then, without this being even a matter of preference, it is a matter of 

necessity, otherwise woui.d not the proposa.L you are making 

simply result in setting fire to the bush and .Letting if 

In speaking of control burning, I understand that to mean 

that sufficient men wou-d be present to prevent any reasonabA.e 

risk of fire getting away, 

And some fort% of fire break would be necessary to heap thence---I :suggest 

a narrow fire break, to be out first, the _Larger portion to 

be based on that narrow break, 

Coming down to practicaJ. ,po*.ioies, that can oniy be used in the vicinity 

of very important fire risk areas, otherwise i& AO LI Id oe 
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too costly, Strip and paten burning as you suggest ready 

cornea down in the end to a very limited amount of that class 

of work in places where there are very speciaJ. reasontitym»-..» 

It iivou.J.d depend on what amount of money was made avai.a.ab.Le e  

In cases of towns and mills, and other important areas near by, 

it would be financia.Lly possible to spend much more money on 

fire protection than on fire precautions for large areas of 

second rate timber. The 'greater the importance of the area 

you are to protect, the more thorough your methods, and, 

therefore, the greater the amount of money available to spend. 

Do you think it is feaaib.Le to carry out hundreds of misea of that 

type of burning in the limited time availabley--•it will cost 

a fair amount of money, and I am not prepared to suggest any 

details at the moment. 

There is a .E.oz of difficulty in carrying that out generally. Passing 

on to another matter; you were asked a question about fires 

in the ear.a.y aummere 	Is it not a fact that every peraon, 

who trave.t.s thootgh the bush has the general know.Ledge that, 

during November and December, 	the months during which t he 

itignE.J. burn - parts of t he fore sts generaJ.y catch fire 

and amount to ama.u. fires, perhaps, but, nevertheless, it 

is a corm/ion fee.A.ing among all persona concerned t hat that ia 

so e  Is that not in keeping with what you have aeen yourseJS 

and wka t you know from discussion with other peop.k.e?---•I have 

very frequent.*.y heard that aspect mentioned by numerous 

persons, particu.i.ar.i.y students and others, whose inclination 

takes them into the bush. 

If that is so, it is obvious that one of the troubles in that fire 

has caught a hold in the bush .i.ong before the dritioa.‘ 

period arrives?--Undoubtedly that ia bo o  I am very keen 

that a.u. fires occurring in the bush, unless .pit for acme 

definite aryl approved purpose, such as for fire breaks, 

should definitely be supressed a t the first opportunity, 

and I be.i.ieve that if that were done therm would be much 
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less danger from big fires. 	I wiJ.1 go further, and say that 

I believe that if every fire has been suppressed this year, 

there wou.Ld not have been such big fires. 

And not the same rise of bit fire3Y....-Sma.61 fires provide the seed for 

big fires, 	In moat cases, ana.i.J. fires dwind.Le away and do 

no harm, but, if conditions come a.Long as on the -Oth to the 
vet 

13th of January J.ast, ama.61 fires /often create dangerous 

conditions, and extend on a big front before you have a chance 

of deaxing with them°  

That is so ° 	On the bad Tuesday, fires a.&ready had a hold in paces on 

a ten and twenty mime froht. 	You wou.Ld expect greater fires, 

when fire risk conditions increase? ..-..Yes ° 	It is easy tc. 

put out the smaa.i fires, than fires on a ten or twelve mi.6e 

front °  

You be.Lieve the Forests Commission's sLogan is a right one - "Put out 

mill fires, and there w1.61 be no Large ones - y-.-#q do, and 

that is where I consider the attitude of a great many bush dwells 

ers is not understandable, because they see forest fires in 

the distance, and they do not seem to regard them as being of 

any Langer to themse_Lves 4  If the same men saw a snake on 

the road, tley would go to some trouble to kfJ_L it not that 

the snake would threaten them, but mereJ4 because they regard 

it as a potentiaJ. danger. 	SMEIJ.1 fires in the distance are 

of the Jame potentia., danger, and of greater clanger, in many 

cases °  

4Continued on page .L693) 
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THE 1IENE66 (CONTINUED) ; That is why I want to see the work of the 

bush fire brigades and similar bodies encouraged ab much as 

possible to develope a system whereby smaa fires can be 

promptly suppressed as boon as they show the .Least sign of 

smoke. 	If that' were done, it would go a _Long way to 4.imit 

the occurrence of big fires,. 

Did you make any enquiries into the practice in that regard in New 

Zea.Landym-mI do not definitely remember their Practice, but 

I am under the impression that they foJ4Iow such a practice 

in the forests wherever possib/e, 	They are under the an 

difficulty there with regard to unaiienated lands, Fires 

occur occasionally on a.Lienated land and spread to the forests,. 

IncidentaJ.Iy, in New Zeaj.and they have a system of fire boards, 

but they are merely Locate bodies, 	One interesting point is 

that the insurance companies are requiried to contribute to the 

fire boards and they have representation on them, but there 

does not appear to be any generate fire controJ, body for the 

whole of the Dominion, 

THE COMMISSION314 Where ocuid we obtain 60V0 information about their 

constitution? 

MR.GOWANS: I have that information, 

MR. KEL,60 (To witness): I gather that you are personally in accord 

with the idea that at any rate from the iocaa. point or view 

fort he purpose of water -apply the nature... condition of the 

catchment is best m that is to say, the condition in which 

the forest has deveJ.oped in the natura.. wayYmm*Yes o, 

Wou.Ld any intereference with that natura.6 condition m I do hot say 

there might not be good reason to interfere m involve danger 

in one direction or another?---Without using so strong a word 

as "danger", I would agree that any interference with the 

natura., forest would tend to depreciate its value £(3 ti water 

catchment, and that the _Larger the interference the greater 

the depreciation. 

MR. SWINDON: You have been present at conferences Alt of the Victorian 
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Bush Fire Brigared' Association %---Yes, 

You have heard the discussions and seen the cJ.ass of men who go, there. 

Do you not think that those men would be a good sample of 

men to exercise the powers proposed to be given to the board 

suggested by Mr. SambeAl this morningI believe the Fire 

Brigades Board represents a body of keen and intexiigent men 

and I tweAeve they show a strong sense of responsibility, 

but I would prefer be have their efforts co-ordinated by some 

other body, 	However keen a loca.A. body may be, it may not 

realise the faJa implications of its actions in the wider 

fieA.a of the State as h whole. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Mr. Swindon is suggesting that certain representatives 

oft he bush fire brigades would be good representatives to 

have on any centrent. body that might be constituted?..ra 

Undoubtedly, 

MR. SWINDON: You hale never heard any insane, mad, proposition put up 

at any of the cunferencesY---I have not heard anything 

absolutely insane, but suggestions have been made that were 

impracticabJLe. 	On the whole it struck me that they conducted 

their functions with a great deaA. of common sense, 

You mention in your J.eaflet that you tre in favour of a yearly retainer 

being paid to members of brigades, Members are only too 

wi..iing to give their services and do not ask fur any retainer,. 

Would you favour men being paid to patrol fire areas in 

Crown .ands? 

THE COMMISSIONERi I do not think the is within Mr. Stromls province. 

I think he has come here more as a technician, 

THE WITNESS: If I may offer s personal opinion, I should say that these 

men should be paid, but I em not prepared to say by whom, 

Due regard would have to be given, however, to the danger 

or the men .sighting fires in the expectation of being 

employed in putting them out, 

THE COMIISSIONER: Your mind is not entirely academie?m-.0I was reading 

recent.ey an extract from New South Wa.Les Hansard in which 
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that point was mentioned 

BARBS 	Except in remote areas, suon as in the nortn-east, did you 

see any fire in the bush in the _Late spring or ear.Ly summer 

this year thet was burning with out being contro.o.ed 	I am 

putting it to you that there were no firesexcert in the remote 

bush that were not dealt with or controiled in the early surameri-• 

---.Wien you _ee a fire in a timbered area in the ousn, it is 

hard to know whether anybody is present or not. 

I am not suggesting that there were no such fires, but have you any 

reason to beAleve that any fire was ...eft to .00k after itse.a.t 

and was not under the oontro.t. of some authorityeft-e.Tnere wa s 

a fire early in November not far from the Ei.i.don Weir, 	It was 

burning quiets.y. 	I did not see anybody anywhere in the vilaiCity 9  

That would be pritrate 	 am not sure. 	I did not have a map and 

did not investigate that point, 

Is t hat the only one you can reca..1?---.That is vie only one where I passed 

through t he fire without seeing anyone present. 	I have seen 

a number of fires this summer on the hi.o.sidea in the distance, 

but I did not investigate they 

You reaiise t hat Forestry Officers have been fighting fires since as 

far back as September, £938?---I can quite believe it. Many 

of the fires were miles away from any forest that I knew of, 

MR. GOWANs: When you referred to the fire boards in New Zea..and, were 

you referreing to the system of fire districts?--..yes, 

That is a system by which certain districts are constituted fire districts 

for State forests and private iand, and certain powers are 

given persona in controi of the areas?---I believe so. 	I 

have not studied the question in detail. 	I raised the point 

as a possible avenue for exp.Loration a  

I have a pamphlet issued by the New Zea.uand State Forest Service in 

which it is stated that mt.,  
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"A fire district as constituted in terms of the 

Forests Act, J.921■22, consists of any area of Crown or 

private land which, fort he purpose of securing the 

safety of State foests iron damage by fire, has been 

dec..ared by notice in tie Gazette to be a fire district. 

The fire-district principi.e hes for four years formed 

an important feature in the forest-fire protection 

po.Licy of t he State Forest Service, and has proved so 

successful that provision was made in the Forests 

Amendment Act, .1.945, for its extension to provide 

protection to forests on private or other .ands of an 

area not .,.ess than 200 acres. 

"Loca.A. bodies, afforestation companies, and private 

individuals may noe 	themse.Lves of the provisions 

in the Act for the protection of their plantations * " 

Aotuaa.iy, as Iread it, a privet e company may apply to the 

Conservator of Forests for the appointment of a fire district 

in the area contro.t.ied by the company. 	That company is 

then given certain powers with regard to fire controA. and 

fire prevention, and it may even carry out fire prevention 

measures in the area imrriediate.i.y around. 	That is done 

apparent.Ly at the risk of the particu.L.ar company in whose area 

the fire district is constituted. The company, for Instance, 

.Lights a fire for fire prevention purposes, and if t he fire 

gets outside its own area, the company becomes respOnsib+e. 

That is made pert of the conditions of the application. The 

painph.6et further says as to the advantages of t he fire* 

district syst, em 

"Although t ho danger to p.t.a.ratatioas from. fire may be 

leSSened oonsiderab4.y LIT effiaiont ex:tor:m.1. and intx 

lire breaks, by the use of proper applieances, and 

by good organization, for the prevention and contro.i. 

of fire within a p..antation, the fire-district system 

gives a plantation-owner the power to extend the 
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organization to adjoining lands in order to control the 

lighting of fires on those loads during the closed seseon, 

The plantstion area sad Ail adjoining imads comprise the 

fire district, and, once it is sonstitotod, any period 

or periods of the year when, owing to weather condi - ions, 

the fire donwar is greateat may be declared closed 

seasons, 

"The honorary ranger in. charge of the firs- district, 

having granted pepmita, knows when fires- are to be 

lighted, aad osn Lien take stops to provent damage to 

this plantations should the fire get out of hand, QVCA 

though ell tho precoutiono prescribed by him are csrried out 

hosld say outbreake ocour, he may summon aid from the 

sursousdIng dietricO, 

HThe system ts PU) of great benefit to the owners 

of land adjoining plantations, thongh at first thoy 

may consider say control a. hardship. Any owner of 

land is liable for damage caused by fire lighted by 

him Wsich spread from his preporty. SO proteation 

stessures are resuirod on the part of the owner of an 

adjoining property, nor is be compelled to take any 

precautions whatsoever for the protestion of his property, 

It rests •lth the osnov who lights s fire to prevent 

its spread to Adjoining Lands, and he has no authority 

to demand help to do We  hence as efficient firs.* 

protection seasureo on a plantation area are noceeoary 

before a fireedistriet will he constituted, adjoining 

owners gsin a distinct bolorit At no expense and with 

little .:ardship to thasolvos. The system *alio for 

co-operation betwesn the plantationsownor and t he owners 

of adjoining propertie, end the successful working 

of the system is of mutual benefit to ail concerned." 
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THE WITNE: I think there is wider provision than that in the fire 

district system s  

What other material are you referring to?—i have here a local 

authorities' handbook of New Zealand which I borrowed from 

the 614 Zealand Government tradJ agents. 	If Your Honour 

pleases, I will leave it with you for perusal of t he 

lelevant portions*  

THE COMIS.AUNIII: Do you think you have authority to lend it ?--• 
(Witness : 
Perhaps Your Honour might like to make the application. 

I think you had better lend it to me and we will see what happens, 

You seem, ivir. Strom., to hoz o given a great deal of than ght 

and gone to a lot of trouble in this matter, 	I thank you 

for your evidence and your a c.endance, 

(THE WITi - 3=z; 

THE COMMISSION ADJOURNED UNTIL 10 A.M. on 

IVEDNi;SDAY, 22nd, MARCH, 1939, 

1•■•••• grew am 
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